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Ultra-fast transitions buried within long recovery times are difficult to measure 
and study directly.  As an example, consider the spectroscopic measurement of a non-
radiative upper level transition of a laser material possessing a long fluorescence time.  
The slow time constant of the overall relaxation process requires a pump with a low 
repetition rate.  The speed of the transition in question requires an ultra-fast probe.  It 
is difficult to obtain synchronous multi-wavelength pulses that satisfy both 
femtosecond duration and kilohertz repetition rates.   
We circumvent these issues by cavity dumping a femtosecond optical 
parametric oscillator.  The signal is accessed at the appropriate rate to act as the pump, 
and the use of quasi-phase-matching provides synchronous sub-100 fs probe pulses at 
various wavelengths.  We study the transient behavior of the singly-resonant optical 
parametric oscillator and develop a model to predict recovery profiles after loss 
events.  Finally, we explore the feasibility of applying the new technique to Cr
4+:YAG 
crystals to query the never before measured time constant of the 
3E to 
3B2 transition.   
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 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
  The first optical parametric oscillator (OPO) was proposed in 1962 by N. M. 
Kroll and demonstrated in 1965 by Giordmaine and Miller.
1  Unfortunately, crystal 
technology of the time did not provide good candidates for efficient phase-matching.
1  
It wasn’t until the 1980’s that new crystals were created that were useful for 
birefringent phase-matching in OPO’s.
1  The wide tunability of these devices was soon 
demonstrated with LiNbO3 and KTiOPO4 (KTP) in the near to mid infrared, β-barium 
borate (BBO) in the ultraviolet, and LiB3O5 (LBO) in the ultraviolet and visible 
ranges.
1   Efficiency was vastly improved when in the 1990’s periodic poling of 
crystals was employed to access higher nonlinearity through quasi-phase-matching, 
particularly with periodically poled LiNbO3 (PPLN).  Other improvements have also 
been seen to improve the quality of the OPO output. A Brewster angle prism sequence 
was introduced to the laser cavity in 1990 which allowed transform-limited pulse 
widths of approximately 100 fs, a factor of two reduction from before.
2  Other 
techniques followed with similar results, and in 1999, pulses with five femtosecond 
duration were demonstrated.
3  A switch from using dye lasers to solid state 
Ti:Sapphire lasers as pump sources improved beam quality by providing pump pulses 
with shorter pulses, wider bandwidths, and more power.  
4  And, in 2004, pumping 
with Nd:YAG microchip lasers was demonstrated which significantly lowers the cost 
of certain OPO systems.
5   
The OPO has become popular for many applications owing to its high output 
power and versatile tuning.  Other tunable laser sources, especially in the infrared,   
suffer from limited tuning ranges, low repitition rates, or expensive amplification 
schemes.
6  The OPO can be used in the visible and infrared regime for various 
1  2
spectroscopy applications.
7, 8 OPO’s in the near to mid infrared have been used to 
study carrier dynamics and intraband transitions in semiconductors,
6,9 trace gas 
detection,
8 molecular vibrational mechanisms,
9 and magnetic field sensing,
10 to name a 
few applications.  By using the OPO as a multi wavelength phase-controlled source, it 
can potentially control the dynamics of certain chemical reactions.
11, 12 And, by 
adjusting the signal path for multiple amplification passes, GHz repetition rates have 
been demonstrated that are useful for telecommunications applications.
13 
In this work, we expand on the versatility of the femtosecond OPO by adding 
repetition rate tunability with potentially higher pulse energies through the process of 
cavity dumping.  Cavity dumping is a means by which access to intracavity pulses at 
user-specified intervals and durations is achieved.  Cavity dumping can reduce the 
repetition rate of the OPO from 81 MHz down to as low as 5 kHz.  One purpose of the 
additional capability is to query ultra-fast processes buried within slow relaxation 
times.  An example would be a fast, non-radiative transition that assists lasing in a 
crystal with microsecond fluorescence lifetimes.  The dumped signal beam is used as a 
pump which excites atoms from the ground state.  The reduced repetition rate ensures 
there are no accumulation effects while the system relaxes.  In tandem, the same beam 
or another OPO output beam can be used to probe the fast transition at the desired 
wavelength.   To our knowledge, this work proposes the first PPLN-based cavity 
dumped OPO (CD-OPO) in a ring configuration for use in a single- or multi-
wavelength pump-probe experiment.   
We targetted demonstration of the new measurement with chromium doped 
yttrium aluminum garnet ( Cr
4+:Y3Al5O12 or Cr
4+:YAG).  Cr
4+:YAG is a highly 
versatile crystal with many applications.  Its durability, high cross-section, and good 
heat conductivity make it a well-suited material for Q-switching.
14-17  Ultra-fast lasers 
have been demonstrated at 1.5 µm from 120 fs
18 to sub-100 fs
19-20 to as short as 20   3
fs.
21  Cr
4+:YAG is amenable to tunable continuous wave operation
22-23 and various 
schemes of passive mode-locking.
24-27  Co-dopants like thullium and holmium shift 
lasing to the 2.1 µm regime.
28-29 
 It is the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr
4+ ion that is 
responsible for the lasing and absorbing activity of interest.  Other hosts have been 
utilized for lasing and amplification including forsterite, LiCAF, and LiSAF.
30-33  The 
efficiency of Cr
4+:YAG and similar materials based on Cr
4+ is limited by non-radiative 
effects and excited state absorption.
34  It is the former that we hoped to learn more 
about by querying the non-radiative transition that assists the emission at about 1.5 
µm. 
Chapter 2 outlines the theory behind the standard OPO which forms the basis 
of the instrument developed here.  Chapter 3 explains the design and operation of the 
added cavity dumping feature.  Chapter 4 covers the Cr
4+:YAG crystal, its properties, 
and transitions.  And, chapter 5 discusses implementation of the CD-OPO in pump-
probe measurements of Cr
4+:YAG.      4
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 CHAPTER 2 
 OPTICAL PARAMETRIC OSCILLATOR  
THEORY OF OPERATION 
 
 
2.1 Difference-Frequency  Generation 
The optical parametric oscillator (OPO) is based on the phenomenon of 
difference-frequency generation (DFG).  In DFG, the second-order nonlinear 
susceptibility of a material is used to destroy a photon of frequency ω3 while creating 
two photons of lesser energy, ω1 and ω2.
1  Conservation of energy requires that         
ω3 = ω1 + ω2.
1-3  Typically, ω3 is pumped into the system, and ω1 is resonated leaving 
ω2 idle.  The nomenclature used for these frequencies is thus the pump, signal, and 
idler, respectively.
 1-3  Figure 2.1 shows the energy diagram for the DFG process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1:  Equivalent energy diagrams for DFG process. 
 
In order to gain understanding of the dynamics of the OPO as described in 
Chapter 3, one must first analyze what happens during DFG.  We start with the 
equations for polarization in a nonlinear medium.  Using Kleinman symmetry which 
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recognizes symmetry in space is reflected in symmetry of nonlinear properties, the 
nonlinear polarization of the pump is given by: 
P(ω3) = 2 χ
(2)( ω3;ω1,ω2) E1 E2    (2.1) 
where χ
(2)( ω3;ω1,ω2) is the second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the system at ω3, 
and Ei is the electric field corresponding to frequency ωi.
1  Using a plane-wave 
approximation for the electric field (Ei = Ai(z) e
i(k
i
z - ω
i
t)), we can require that P(ω3) is 
proportional to an amplitude term times oscillation at ω3 (P(ω3) =  P3(z) e
iω
3
t).  The 
amplitude envelope of the nonlinear polarization is then given by 
   P 3(z) = 4 deff A1 A2 e
i∆k e
iω
3
t     (2.2) 
where deff is the effective nonlinear susceptibility tensor equal to 2χeff, and Ai is the 
amplitude envelope of Ei.
1  In order for photons of frequency ω3 to satisfy Maxwell’s 
equations and conservation of momentum, it is necessary to set ∆k = k3 – k1 – k2 
where k is the familiar wavevector given by 2π/λ.
 1-3  Similar expressions exist for 
P1(z) and P2(z).
1 
  The next step is to solve the coupled amplitude equations given by 
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2
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2
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∂
.      (2.3) 
Note here that the slowly-varying amplitude approximation (SVAA) has been used 
which assumes the envelope of Ei is slowly changing compared to its frequency of 
oscillation.  The SVAA has been shown to be valid for pulses on the order of 100 fs.
1, 3  
Plugging in the expressions for Pi(z), we find   9
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These equations show how an incident electric field at ω3 creates dipoles in the 
nonlinear material at frequencies ω1 and ω2 which in turn radiate electric fields that 
create dipoles at ω3.
1  Looking at the intensity of each field given by Ii = nic Ai Ai
*/2π, 
one can easily derive the Manley-Rowe Relations: 
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which show that for each photon of ω3 that is destroyed, a photon at ω1 and a photon 
at ω2 are simultaneously created.
1 
  Solving the coupled mode equations, the following result is obtained assuming 
an undepleted pump
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  Figure 2.2 shows the spatial evolution of the amplitudes of the signal and idler 
fields in the limit that ∆k goes to zero.  It can be seen that both signal and idler fields   10
grow exponentially along the length of the medium.  This can be expected when 
referring back to figure 2.1 where the existance of a photon at ω1 necessarily implies 
the existance of a photon at ω2 which in turn requires a photon at ω1.
1  The process is 
self-reinforcing when ∆k goes to zero.
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Figure 2.2:  Spatial progression of the signal and idler fields in the nonliner 
medium.  Perfect birefringent phase-matching is assumed. 
 
 
2.2 Phase-matching 
Achieving the condition where ∆k goes to zero is done through phase-
matching.  Figure 2.3 illustrates how the overall efficiency decreases as ∆kz moves 
away from zero.  Obviously, it is desirable to phase-match the DFG process for best 
performance.  The phasematching condition requires that k1 + k2 = k3 which is 
difficult to achieve naturally in most materials due to dispersion.
1  Two methods have 
been developed that allow phase-matching under a variety of conditions:  Birefringent 
phase-matching and quasi-phase-matching.   11
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Figure 2.3:  Behavior of the signal and idler as a result of phase mismatch.  
Relative conversion efficiency drops off with higher wavevector mismatch. 
 
 
2.2.1 Birefringent  Phase-matching 
  Until recently, birefringent phase-matching has historically been the most 
practical method of improving effiency.
4  Utilizing the fast and slow axes of the 
crystal enables one to match the k vector at one particular frequency and polarization 
to the k vector at another frequency and polarization.
1  Figure 2.4 utilizes the index 
ellipsoid to illustrate the two types of phase-matching possible for degenerate DFG 
(ω1 = ω2) with a negative uniaxial crystal.
2, 5  In Type I (o + o = e), the pump is 
polarized in the extraordinary direction and the signal and idler are both ordinary 
beams.
 1, 2, 5  In Type II (e + o = e), the pump and signal are e-polarized and the idler is 
ordinary.
 1, 2, 5 The arrow shows the phase-matching angle, θm, as measured from the 
ordinary axis of the crystal, necessary to match the k vectors in each case.   
   12
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4:  Type I and Type II birefringent phase-matching. 
 
  With birefringent phase-matching, Poynting vector walk-off from the wave 
propagation vector is typical.
2, 5  As figure 2.5 illustrates, the Poynting vector, S, 
indicating power propagation, is oriented perpendicular to the tangent of the index 
surface at its intersection with the wave propagation vector, k.
5, 6  Extraordinary 
polarization at angles other than 0 and π/2 will suffer a separation of the two vectors 
resulting in the pulse being spread along a line rather than concentrated in a dot.  Since 
there is at least one other beam in the interaction that is o-polarized at the same angle, 
the beams will walk off of each other.
2, 5  The overlap is reduced to a finite distance 
thus reducing the effective length of the crystal and hence the efficiency of the 
interaction.
2, 3  The walk-off angle, ρ(θm), for a particular frequency is given by
5 
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The effective interaction length is the beam diameter divided by the walk-off angle.
2, 5  
For crystals with small birefringence, ie. no ~ ne, and small θm, the walk-off angle is 
θm θm
Type I Type II
ne(ω3)
2no(ω1) no(ω1) +
ne(ω1)
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2ne(ω1)
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ne(ω3)
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2ne(ω1)
ne(ω3)
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minimized but so is the tuning range.  Operation at 0 or 90
o is the best that can be 
hoped for. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.5:  Poynting vector walk-off from the beam propagation vector. 
 
  Several crystals have been shown to have favorable characteristics for OPO 
operation using birefringent phase-matching.  OPO’s based on Type II phasematching 
have been demonstrated using KTiOPO4 (KTP) which has a transparency range of 0.9 
to 4.5 µm.
7  Soon after, KtiOAsO4 (KTA) crystals were proven useful with 20% larger 
nonlinearity than KTP and 20% larger bandwidth.
8  CsTiOAsO4 (CTA) has been 
successfully used with a similar nonlinearity to KTP and similar bandwidth to KTA.
9   
An OPO based on RbTiOAsO4 (RTA) was also demonstrated with similar properties 
to the above crystals.
10  Although birefringent phase-matching has proven sufficient 
for OPO operation, it does not provide the many advantages offered by quasi-phase-
matching. 
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2.2.2 Quasi-phase-matching 
  Quasi-phase-matching (QPM) is a phase-matching technique which can 
circumvent the walk-off problem of birefringent techniques.
2, 3  QPM was actually the 
first proposed method of phase-matching for OPO’s but wasn’t made popular until 
reasonable crystal fabrication methods were discovered.
4  To achieve QPM, the sign 
of the nonlinear susceptibility is changed every coherence length.
1-3  In other words, 
each time ∆kz approaches a π phase shift, the polarity is changed to bring the fields 
back in phase again.
2  A grating is thus instituted with period, Λ = 2 m lc, where m is 
the order of the grating, and lc is the coherence length of the crystal system.
 1-3  The 
wavevector of the m
th order grating is given by 2πm/Λ.
1-3  Beams interacting in a 
crystal at random orientation will not typically satisfy the phase-matching condition as 
discussed in the previous section.  Rather than hope for an optimal angle for the 
interaction, the grating wavevector can act to make up the momentum difference.
 1-3  
Figure 2.6 illustrates how phase-matching is achieved in collinear and noncollinear 
QPM where the grating wavevector is set equal to the wavevector mismatch between 
the interacting beams.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   15
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6:  Momentum diagram of collinear QPM for DFG.  Case a.) shows a 
collinear geometry, and case b.) shows a noncollinear geometry. 
 
The Fourier representation of the spatial variation of the material becomes 
 
∑
∞
−∞ =
=
m
m m eff z ik G d z d ) exp( ) (      (2.9) 
where the Fourier coefficients, Gm, are given by 
 
π
π
m
D m
Gm
) sin( 2
=      ( 2 . 1 0 )  
with D being the duty factor.
1, 3, 11   The effective nonlinear coefficient for QPM is 
reduced to
1, 3, 11 
    d Q = deff Gm.       ( 2 . 1 1 )  
For a typical duty cycle of D = ½ and for a first order QPM process, the nonlinear 
coefficient becomes
1, 3, 11 dQ = 2 deff / π with deff approximated by the appropriate 
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nonlinear coefficient for the material.  Figure 2.7 shows the spatial progression of the 
spatial amplitude of a second harmonic process with birefringent phase-matching (in 
the limit of a perfect case), quasi-phase-matching, and no phase-matching, assuming 
all nonlinear coefficients are the same.  The reduction in the effective nonlinear 
coefficient from ideal can be seen in the QPM case.  Figure 2.8 illustrates that the 
reduction in efficiency necessitates longer crystals for the case of DFG, again 
assuming equal nonlinear coefficients.  It should be noted that higher order processes 
have decreased efficiency proportional to deff
2.
12   
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Figure 2.7:  QPM versus birefringent or no phase-matching for SHG.  Field 
amplitude is plotted against the length of the nonlinear medium.   17
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Figure 2.8:  Field amplitude progression for DFG with various phase-matching 
techniques. 
 
From the illustrations above, one may question the use of QPM over 
birefringent phase-matching.  QPM offers several significant advantages.  First, QPM 
can be achieved in a collinear fashion avoiding the problem of walk-off, and thus 
providing improved interaction of the beams for greater overall efficiency at longer 
crystal lengths.
2, 3  Second, QPM allows the efficiency of the interaction to be 
engineered via the grating profile whereas birefringent phase-matching relies on 
naturally occuring properties alone.
2, 3  Tuning is also an advantage as a QPM system 
can be temperature tuned to any wavelength in the transparency range given the right 
periodicity.
 2, 3  Angle tuning along with pump wavelength tuning are also possible.
13  
Finally, QPM allows access to certain nonlinear coefficients of a material that 
birefringent phase-matching does not.
 2, 3  For example, in lithium niobate (LiNbO3), 
the highest nonlinear coefficient is d33 which requires that all interacting beams have 
the same polarization, a condition that cannot occur with birefringent phase-    18
matching.
 2, 3  For the case of LiNbO3, d33 = -27.2 pm/V at 1.06µm.
5  The next highest 
coefficient is d31 with a value of -4.35 pm/V, and d22 has a value of  2.10 pm/V.
5  For 
birefringent phase-matching, the effective nonlinear coefficient becomes (for negative 
uniaxial class 3m crystal such as LiNbO3):
5 
 
   
φ θ
φ θ θ
3 cos cos
3 sin cos sin
2
22 ,
22 31 ,
d d
d d d
TypeII eff
TypeI eff
=
− =
      (2.12) 
If we assume deff in the QPM case to be approximately d33, the working nonlinear 
coefficient has a maximum of -17.3 pm/V.  For the birefringent case, the maximum 
value is -4.35 pm/V, though this can only be reached when θ = 90
o satisfies the phase-
matching condition which occurs at one fortuitous wavelength depending on the 
temperature of the crystal.  In comparison to the birefringent phase-matched process, 
the energy efficiency improves by (2d33/πd22)
2 ≈ 16 for first order QPM.
 11  Overall, 
collinear QPM offers a non-critically phase-matched process that can be engineered to 
operate at any wavelength in the transparency range of the crystal with a high 
efficiency due to access to higher nonlinear coefficients and the elimination of spatial 
walk-off.
14   
    
2.3  Periodically Poled Lithium Niobate 
  QPM has been demonstrated in a number crystals.  KTP was found to be easier 
to process than LiNbO3,
15 LiTaO3 shows promise with a higher damage threshold
16, 
and RTA boasts similar nonlinearity and wider bandwidth than KTP.
17  However, 
lithium niobate was the crystal of choice for this work owing to its large nonlinearity.  
The following section outlines how crystals are prepared for QPM and discusses the 
advantages and disadvantages of using LiNbO3 in particular. 
   19
2.3.1 Periodic  Poling 
  QPM is accomplished by changing the sign of the nonlinear susceptibility 
every coherence length.  In ferroelectric materials like LiNbO3, this can be achieved 
by alternating between two stable domain states
11 as illustrated in figure 2.9.  By 
alternating the position of the metal ions with respect to the oxygen plane, one 
switches the polarity for that domain
11.      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.9:  Illustration of the two stable domain states for LiNbO3.  This 
schematic is adapted from reference [11]. 
 
  Several techniques have been developed to produce periodic poling in 
ferroelectric crystals.  Early techniques involved modulating certain parameters during 
crystal growth.  One such technique is to modulate temperature during Czochralski 
growth with 1% ytterium doping to create alternating domains.
18  Another technique 
modulates current during the same growth process and utilizes chromium doping.
19  
Modulating temperature during laser heated pedestal growth works, as well.
12  These 
techniques showed decreased efficiency owing to variations in the periodicity.
11  Later 
processes addressed this issue by altering a fully formed LiNbO3 wafer by the periodic 
z
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application of impurities, electric fields, or other phenomena.  Lithographically 
applied titanium diffusion with subsequent heat treatment to a LiNbO3 wafer
20 has 
been demonstrated to work for thin samples like waveguides, but is not suitable for 
bulk materials.
11,21    The latter process can also cause significant refractive index 
changes that reduce efficiency owing to scattering and diffraction losses.
22  Spatially 
periodic exposure to an electron beam creates the desired effect at room temperature 
while minimizing index fluctuations,
22 but it’s reproducibility is poor.
11  High voltage 
pulses of approximately 23 KV/mm delivered through lighographically applied liquid 
electrodes
21 or patterned metal electrodes
23 has also produced good resolution and 
steep domain walls. 
The crystals available for this work were made by the latter process.  A 
photoresist is applied to the wafer in the desired pattern with aluminum evaporated 
over the top.
14  Liquid electrolyte is applied as the final layer.
11  A 21 kV/mm electric 
field is applied for a minimum of 50 ms to make the change permanent.
11  An upper 
limit on the exposure time is set at the point where poling begins to occur under the 
photoresist.
11  Fringing effects cause some widening of the reversed domain, so the 
electrode width and spacing is adjusted accordingly.
11  Annealing at 120
oC for one 
hour relaxes strain.
14  After polishing, the crystals are coated with an antireflection 
coating to reduce reflection losses.  Since SiO2 has a refractive index of about 1.46, 
approximately the square root of the refractive index of LiNbO3, a quarter-wave layer 
centered at around 1 µm was applied to the input and output sides.
3    
  Figure 2.10 shows a schematic of a periodically poled LiNbO3 crystal.  Each 
crystal was approximately 0.5mm by 15 mm with lengths ranging from 300 to 1000 
µm.  The incoming beam is e-polarized to take advantage of the highest nonlinear 
coefficient.  The particular crystal used in this work was 420 µm along the beam path 
and had a 19.5 µm period written in several sections along the longest dimension.   21
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10:  Orientation of PPLN relative to beam trajectory and polarization.  
Diagram has been vertically truncated to show only one section of poled 
material. 
 
 
2.3.2  Properties of Lithium Niobate 
  Lithium Niobate is a negative uniaxial crystal with a mass density of 4.628 
g/cm
3 and a thermal conductivity coefficient of 4.6 W/mK at 300K.
5  It is chosen for 
OPO applications because of its high nonlinear coefficient of
5 -27.2+2.7 pm/V and its 
availability in large sizes at low cost.
24, 25  It is nonhygroscopic, mechanically hard, 
and polishes easily.
2  It has low loss especially for e-polarized beams which take 
advantage of the material’s largest nonlinear coefficient.
25, 26  The e-polarization even 
has low loss at the OH absorption peak near 2.8µm.
14, 27  The process of periodic 
poling described above adds no significant loss to the bulk material.
11  Such low loss 
can lead to pump thresholds below 20 mW.
28  Figure 2.11 shows normalized 
transmission loss (T = e
-αl) and attenuation coefficient, α [cm
-1] as calculated from 
reference 26.  Index of refraction data can be found in figure 2.12 for e- and o-
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polarized beams from 0.4 to 3.4 µm at 373
 K.
5  Index of refraction for wavelengths 
beyond 3.4 µm can be calculated from reference [27].   
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Figure 2.11:  Normalized transmission data and attenuation curve.  
Transmission data are shown for 1 mm (solid line) and 0.42 mm (dashed line) 
lengths of LiNbO3. 
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Figure 2.12:  Index of refraction for congruent LiNbO3 at 373
 K.   23
  Despite lithium niobate’s numerous advantages, it does have three principle 
drawbacks.  The first is a large group velocity mismatch (GVM) as compared with 
other crystals.  Since GVM indicates that pulses at different wavelengths travel at 
different speeds through the material, the mismatch limits the effective interaction 
length of short pulses.
29  At degeneracy (equal signal and idler frequencies), the 
inverse GVM is about 300 – 400 fs/mm between the pump and the signal/idler beams.  
Moving away from degeneracy, this value can reduce to about 100 fs/mm, but the 
inverse GVM between the signal and idler beams increases to about 250 fs/mm.
3  The 
result is an effective interaction length of under a millimeter for 100 fs pulses.
3  
However, even with this limitation, the ability to access the largest nonlinear 
coefficient of lithium niobate by use of PPLN produces far better conversion 
efficiency in comparison to other crystals.
29  The second issue with lithium niobate is 
its low damage threshold.  Damage has been demonstrated at 3 J/cm
2 with a 10 ns 
pulse, again with no difference between bulk lithium niobate and PPLN.
11  The limit 
has been acceptable for the operating conditions of this research which yields an 
estimated 2 mJ/cm
2 maximum fluence.  Finally, at visible wavelengths which are 
produced simultaneously during OPO operation (see section 2.5.2), lithium niobate 
suffers from photorefractive damage (to be discussed in the next section).  Fortunately, 
this effect is somewhat reduced in PPLN owing to the reversal of domains and the 
consequent cancellation of carriers.
11, 30, 31 
 
2.3.3 Photorefractive  Effect 
  The photorefractive effect in poled and unpoled LiNbO3 was studied as early 
as 1974.
32  Photogenerated carriers are produced during irradiation that create a space-
charge field that in turn causes local refractive index variations.
31, 33  The effect is 
more pronounced with a decrease in wavelength, and is particularly noticable with   24
wavelengths near 500 nm.
30  Although the OPO crystal may not be pumped directly by 
green light, significant power is created at these wavelengths through parallel 
nonlinear processes such as second harmonic generation (SHG) of the signal or idler 
and sum frequency generation (SFG) between the pump and the signal or idler that run 
simulataneously with the DFG process.  Although the photorefractive effect can last 
for months if left alone, two techniques have been developed for reversing the effect.
33    
Heating the LiNbO3 crystal causes the carriers responsible for the inhomogeneity to 
diffuse.
28, 30  Alternatively, doping wth MgO can also help without sacrificing 
bandwidth,
33 but the crystal quality is impacted signficantly.
30   
  For PPLN, the photorefractive effect is less pronounced owing to a 
cancellation of the induced fields by the alternating domains.
11, 30  The carrier density 
created by an irradiance, I(r), is given by: 
      n ( r) = s [ I(r) + Id  ]      ( 2 . 1 3 )  
where s is a parameter based on the crystal properties and Id is the dark current 
irradiance which is on the order of µW/cm
2 for LiNbO3.
31   The resulting peak index 
fluctation is given by: 
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     ( 2 . 1 4 )  
with the electrooptic tensor element, r33
eff, and the induced photogalvanic field, Eρν.
31  
For PPLN, the refractive index fluctuation can be reduced by a factor of (Λ/2πω)
2 
where ω is the beam radius, for a 50% duty cycle.
31, 30  If the duty cycle varies from 
50%, a dc element is introduced that is much larger than the ac component, thus giving 
less reduction in the photorefractive effect.
31  Despite the natural reduction of the 
effect in PPLN, heating or MgO doping are still needed to reduce resulting 
inhomogoneities.
30  MgO doping does affect uniformity, but as PPLN is used on only 
one axis, the effect is not as severe as with using LiNbO3 in a birefringent system.
30    25
The method of choice for this research is heating the crystal element while it is in 
operation.  Recommended temperatures range from 60-200 
oC.
11, 28, 33  This research 
uses the optimum calculated temperature range for the particular configuration used 
which is 160-170 
oC. 
  The crystal was heated using the schematic shown in figure 2.13 as developed 
by Burr, et. al.  A resistive cartridge controlled by a variac heats the copper mount that 
holds the PPLN crystal.
3  The crystal is held in place by a small piece of beryllium 
copper as opposed to adhesive that would potentially reduce the clear aperture or 
outgas upon irradiation.
3  Temperature is monitored via a thermocouple placed near 
the crystal that shows the approximate temperature.
3   
One may question whether feedback control or more precise temperature control is 
needed.  Figure 2.14 shows efficiency, sinc
2(∆kl/2), plotted as a function of 
temperature for a 20.4 µm period crystal (optimal for an 1100 nm signal) of 0.3 and 
1.0 mm length.  A collinear pumping geometry was assumed for simplicity.  It can be 
seen from this graph that temperature fluctuations on the order of 10 degrees will not 
impact overall efficiency significantly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13:  Schematic of crystal heating structure.
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Figure 2.14:  Temperature bandwidth of PPLN.  Plot assumes collinear 
pumping at 790 nm with a period of 20.4 µm. 
 
 
2.3.4  Aperiodically Poled Crystals 
  Deviations from a 50% duty cycle can increase the photorefractive effect
31 and 
reduce gain efficency.
30  The reduction in gain efficiency for duty cycle variation is 
given by:  
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with m the order of the interaction, D the average duty cycle, and σl/lc the variance of 
domain width and coherence length.
30  Typical manufacturing tolerances of a duty 
cycle from 40 – 50% and a variance of 10%
30 result in an efficiency of 86% for a first 
order interaction, 33% for a second order interaction.     27
  Although deviation from perfect periodicity is a problem when one designs a 
system relying on such precision, intentional chirps have been introduced to cut costs 
and achieve different effects.  Fanning the grating from one edge to the other allows 
one to get a continuous range of grating periods by simply translating the crystal.
14  
Use of a fanned grating or multiple discrete periods on a single wafer as illustrated in 
figure 2.15 saves money and offers enhanced tuning capability.  Other kinds of 
aperiodic poling can be used to enhance efficiency and lower threshold.
34, 35  Linear 
chirping can be employed to achieve pulse compression in femtosecond operation.
36, 37  
The crystals available for this work were taken from inventory and had a standard, 
unchirped, single period written multiple times on the same chip was schematically 
shown in figure 2.10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.15:  Alternative designs for periodic poling.  To enhance tunability, 
a.) discrete sets of periods can be put on the same crystal, or b.) a fanned 
grating can be used. 
 
 
 
 
a.) b.) a.) b.)  28
2.4  OPO Cavity Design Considerations 
  Once a nonlinear crystal has been chosen, many more choices need to be made 
to assemble a successful OPO.  From pump source to cavity geometry to beam 
shaping techniques, many factors determine the overall efficiency of the signal and 
idler generation.  This section outlines some of the major design choices for the OPO, 
and in particular discusses the pros and cons of choices made for this research.   
 
2.4.1  Overview of Components 
  The OPO is pumped by an all solid-state two-stage 790 nm laser.  In the first 
stage, laser diodes at 808 nm pump a dual head Nd:YVO4 laser for 1.064 µm light 
which is then frequency doubled by a lithium triborate crystal to produce 10 W at    
532 nm.
38  In the second stage, the green light is used to pump a Ti:Sapphire rod.  The 
cavity of the second stage uses Kerr lens mode-locking which is initiated and 
maintained by use of an intracavity acousto-optic modulator.
39  A prism sequence is 
used to compensate for group velocity dispersion (GVD) which allows 90 fs pulses at 
82 MHz.
39  The average output power is as high as 1.4 W at 790nm with a tuning 
range of over 130 nm.
39    
The pump beam is telescoped (resized) and its polarization is rotated to 
accommodate the horizontal plane of the OPO.  The pump is then reflected off of a   
30 cm radius of curvature (ROC) mirror
3 placed 13 cm from the crystal to mode-
match the signal beam of the OPO cavity.  Two  15 cm ROC mirrors with narrowband 
coatings at the signal wavelength are placed approximately 7.5 cm on either side of the 
crystal.  The resulting signal beam waist, ωo, ranges from  23 - 30 µm in the middle of 
the cavity’s stability range.   Optimal focus for DFG in a singly resonant OPO occurs 
when the focus parameter, given by ξ = d/b, where d is the interaction length and        
b = k ωo
2, are on the same order of magnitude for the pump and signal.
40    The focus   29
parameter for the pump and signal in this configuration is approximately 0.05 and 
0.07, respectively. 
The output coupler (OC) has a transmittance of 98.5% at 1030 nm.  A 
dielectric enhanced silvered high reflector (HR) was used to accommodate multiple 
wavelength changes for other experiments.  The HR was mounted on a piezo-electric 
translation stage controlled by a servo that reacted to wavelength changes in the 
cavity.  A cavity length of 3.71 meters was required to synchronize the pump and 
signal to create gain.  Small length adjustments would result in changes in wavelength 
due to cavity dispersion, but the tolerance was held to <0.5 µm due to the impact on 
efficiency (see section 2.5.1). A concave silvered mirror was also used to collect the 
idler beam.  An SF14 brewster angle prism sequence controlled dispersion 
compensation (see section 2.4.5).    Finally, a PPLN crystal with length 420 µm and a 
period of 19.5 µm allowed QPM generation of the signal and idler beams.   The 
configuration of these components will be addressed in the following sections. 
 
2.4.2  Collinear vs Noncollinear Pump Geometry  
  If the pump, signal, idler, and grating wave vectors lie in the same direction as 
was shown in figure 2.6a, the arrangement is said to be collinear.  Collinear geometry 
can be advantageous for a number of reasons.  Non-critical phase matching can be 
achieved because double refraction, ie. the splitting of the k-vector owing to refraction 
on both fast and slow axes, is avoided.
2, 3  The tolerances for beam divergence and 
temperature tuning for the interaction are more forgiving.
2  The strength of the 
nonlinear interaction is proportional to the strength of the nonlinear coefficient, the 
applied intensity, and the length over which the interaction occurs.
1  As there is no 
Poynting vector walk-off when the beams are oriented directly along the extraordinary 
axis, there is better spatial overlap of the pump, signal, and idler beams allowing a   30
longer interaction length.
2, 3  Tighter focusing can also be achieved due to the 
improved spatial overlap. Finally, as a result of all of these improvements, higher gain 
and lower threshold limits are expected in a collinear geometry as compared to a 
noncollinear one.
3   
  If maximizing efficiency is not required for successful use of the OPO, a 
noncollinear pump geometry can offer many practical advantages.  In a single 
resonance OPO such as the one in this work, the signal alone is resonated in the 
cavity.  A collinear geometry would require cavity mirrors that are highly reflective at 
the signal wavelength, but transmissive at the pump and idler wavelengths.
3, 29  
Depending on the conditions of operation, such mirrors can be quite costly, especially 
if operating near degeneracy where the band rejection edge must be quite sharp or if 
the idler is in the mid to far infrared where coatings and substrates are more 
expensive.
3, 29  However, a noncollinear pump geometry spatially seperates the 
interacting beams as per figure 2.6b.  The spatial separation keeps the idler from being 
absorbed by cavity optics which could destabilize the cavity or become damaged, a 
concern particularly when operating in the mid to far infrared.
3, 29  Also, one can use a 
separate mirror to collect the idler and direct it for use in other applications.
3  Finally, 
spatial separation of the signal and pump eliminates the need for optical isolation of 
the pump wavelength.
3  Such isolation is needed to avoid feedback which can disrupt 
the mode-locking performance of the pump source.
39  Figure 2.16 shows the optical 
layout of both the collinear and noncollinear pumping schemes.  This research uses the 
noncollinear geometry for its practical advantages and because the power efficiency 
obtained was adequate. 
  As mentioned previously, spatial walk-off from noncollinear operation and 
temporal walk-off from GVM will cause a reduced interaction length that dictates the 
choice of the PPLN crystal length.  The calculated values for walk-off are summarized   31
in Table 2.1.  For spatial limitation to the interaction length, a Gaussian beam profile 
was assumed with a beam waist of 30 µm  to allow some room for divergence over the 
length of the crystal.  Poynting vector walk-off was taken into consideration as per 
equation (2.8) for noncollinear DFG.  For the temporal limitation, a sech
2 pulse was  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.16:  Pumping schemes for OPO operation.  Shown here are a.) 
collinear pumping geometry and b.) noncollinear pumping geometry. 
 
assumed with a width of 90 fs corresponding to the average measured pulse width of 
the signal and pump.  Group velocity as given by:
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was compared for each beam to determine the reduction in temporal overlap.  Walk-
off lengths were calculated for 1/e intensity and ½ intensity for an operating 
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temperature of 170
oC and an internal pump-grating angle of 1
o (internal pump-signal 
angle of 1.71
o) in the noncollinear case.  According to the table, the 1/e interaction 
length is limited to about 360 µm due to spatial walk-off of the signal and idler.  
Temporal walk-off of the idler and pump is also a limiting factor.     
 
Table 2.1:  Interaction length limitations.  All values are given in microns. 
Spatial
Collinear Noncollinear Noncollinear
Pump/Signal 1350 1270 1315
Pump/Idler 640 520 500
Signal/Idler 1220 670 360
Pump/Signal 1100 1030 1095
Pump/Idler 520 430 415
Signal/Idler 990 540 300
1/e
1/2
Temporal
 
 
In addition to walk-off effects, there are competing interactions taking place 
simultaneously such as second harmonic generation and sum frequency generation 
that take power from the generated signal beam (see section 2.5.2).  In the former 
interaction, the angular displacement of the signal to the resulting output beam is on 
the order of 0.01
o thus making the interaction length on the order of tens of 
millimeters.  In other words, the competing reaction can be very strong.  The crystal 
length had to be chosen from among inventory to be long enough for sufficient gain, 
but short enough not to lose too much power to absorption or competing interactions.
3  
The crystal length chosen for this work was 420 µm, one step up from the shortest 
crystal length of 300 µm which may have cut off some of the gain region.  The 
internal angle between the pump and signal of approximately 1.71
o allowed efficient 
interaction and easy separation of the idler from the signal.  The resulting internal   33
signal-idler angle was 6.3
o making the external angle 13
o for a separation of about   
1.7 cm at the idler pick-off mirror. 
 
2.4.3  Linear vs Ring Cavity 
  Choosing between a linear and ring cavity configuration for the OPO was 
rather straightforward.  Although the linear cavity offers some ease of alignment and 
fewer optics
 than a ring cavity,
3 the latter was chosen for this work.  Although it is 
anticipated that the more mirrors result in slightly higher losses,
 41 the difference was 
deemed insignificant.  The choice of cavity configuration really came down to how 
many passes the signal beam made through the crystal relative the number of passes 
the pump made.  Each time the signal passes through the crystal, there is additional 
group velocity delay to stretch the pulse and additional loss due to second harmonic 
generation (SHG).
3, 13  In a simple linear cavity, the signal passes twice through the 
crystal, but gain is achieved only on one of those passes (assuming a non-
retroreflected pump) leaving the other pass as a loss mechanism on the round trip path.
 
3  A ring cavity achieves a simple geometry that allows for amplification of the signal 
with each pass through the crystal.
3  Figure 2.17 shows the linear and ring cavity 
configurations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   34
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.17:  Possible cavity configurations.  The signal path only is shown for 
a.) simple linear vs. b.) ring cavity configuration.  Both geometries are 
compatible with the noncollinear pumping scheme. 
 
 
2.4.5 Dispersion  Compensation 
  As seen in figure 2.17, a prism sequence is also used in the optical cavity.  The 
purpose of the prism sequence is to add negative GVD to compensate for the positive 
GVD the beam has acquired through the nonlinear crystal.  When properly applied, the 
prism sequence can yield transform limited pulses at the signal wavelength and can 
even be used in pulse compression schemes.
42  Similar resuts can be obtained using 
chirped mirrors,
43, 44 aperiodically poling the nonlinear crystal,
36, 37 pre-chirping the 
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pump beam,
35 and using a single prism with a wedge mirror or curved mirrors.
45, 46  
For cost purposes, a four prism sequence was used in this work.   
  Proper installation of the prisms is shown in figure 2.18.  The dotted sides of 
each prism are parallel to each other.  The use of Brewster angle prisms in this manner 
ensures that the beams enter and leave at the Brewster’s angle for each prism.
47  A 
symmetry plane exists halfway between prisms 2 and 3.
47  In a linear cavity, a planar 
mirror can be placed at the symmetry plane and prisms 3 and 4 may be disregarded as 
the signal makes a double pass through the first two prisms.
47, 3   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.18:  Prism sequence for ring cavity configuration. 
 
The prisms are made of SF14 glass so as to be transparent to the signal wavelength.
3  
As noted in the figure, the red beam exits prism 1 at a less steep angle than does the 
blue.  As a result, the red portion of the beam passes through more glass at prisms 2 
and 3, recombining with the blue at prism 4.
47  The second derivative of the path 
length gives the overall GVD of the system: 
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where L is the apex to apex distance between prisms 1 and 2, n is the normal index of 
refraction, and β is the angular deviation of red from blue spectral components after 
prism 1.
2  By approximating that 1/n
3 is much less than 2n, β is small, and the beam 
radius, ω, is approximately L sinβ / 4, the following equation is obtained for GVD:
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The first term is the positive contribution to GVD by the dispersive SF14 glass.
2  The 
second term is the negative GVD that is brought about by changing the distance 
between prisms 1 and 2 as well as 3 and 4.
2, 47  Figure 2.19 shows the trade-off 
between the interprism distance and the glass placed in the beam path to compensate 
for the positive dispersion of the PPLN crystal.  The GVD for the crystal was 
calculated for a temperature of 170 
oC and a crystal length of 420 µm.  The dispersion 
of the SF14 glass was calculated using Sellmeier equations from reference [48].  One 
can see that using a shorter prism distance gives a flatter spectral response. However, 
prism glass then has to be mimimized in the beam path to reduce the round-trip 
dispersion wihich makes the cavity less robust to small deviations in alignment.   In 
actual operation, an interprism distance of about 43 cm was used allowing a total of 
2.25 cm of prism glass in the beam path.  
   37
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Figure 2.19:  GVD compensation curves for 420 µm PPLN and SF14 prism 
sequence.  The first number is the apex to apex distance between prisms 1-2 
and 3-4, and the second number is the total amount of glass through which the 
beam propagates. 
 
  Third and fourth order dispersion compensation can also be achieved with the 
prism sequence.  Third order dispersion is adjusted by controlling the amount of glass 
in the beam.
49  Fourth order dispersion can be compensated in certain situations by 
careful choice of prism glass.
49  Mixing glass types in the prism sequence or adding 
other prism sequences with different glass is another method of controlling third order 
dispersion.
3  For this work, where pulses shorter than 100 fs were not required, 
optimization of the beam width was accomplished through control of the interprism 
spacing and the amount of glass inserted in the beam path. 
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2.5 OPO  Operation 
  The main advantage to using an OPO is its broad tunability and the production 
of synchronized pulses at multiple wavelengths.  This section discusses tuning 
mechanisms and the generation of beams at wavelengths other than the signal and 
idler. 
 
2.5.1  Tuning an OPO 
  There are several methods that can be employed to tune an OPO.  One obvious 
choice is to change the periodicity of the crystal.  As was shown in figure 2.15, 
crystals can be made with several periodicities written sequentially along the length or 
a continuous, fanned grating can be used.  In either case, translation of the pump beam 
to the desired grating period will change the signal and idler wavelengths.  Figure 2.20 
shows the range of tunability for collinear and noncollinear pumping geometries.  The 
impact on efficiency near degeneracy operation due to deviating from optimum 
periodicity is shown in figure 2.21 for interaction lengths of 1 mm and 0.3 mm.  These 
lengths correspond to the high and low end of crystal lengths in our inventory.  The 
range of tuning shown is well beyond the bandwidth of the cavity mirrors which will 
dominate the effiency of the system outside the signal range of 1050-1150 µm.  The 
optimum period for operation near 1100 nm is about 20.4 µm based on Sellmeier 
equations from Reference 5.  Tuning curves and tuning efficiency will therefore be 
shown for the optimal 20.4 µm period.    Efficiency goes as sinc
2 (∆kl/2), so operation 
off of optimum, as in the case of this work, will result in smaller tuning ranges.   39
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Figure 2.20:  Periodicity tuning of signal and idler wavelengths.  The solid line 
indicates the collinear case, whereas the dotted line indicates the noncollinear 
case for an internal pump-grating angle of 1
o.  Temperature is 170 
oC with a 
pump wavelength of 790 nm. 
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Figure 2.21:  The effect of periodicity tuning on efficiency.    
   40
Temperature tuning is another technique which has already been mentioned.  
Changing the crystal temperature changes the refractive index according to the 
Sellmeier equations
5 and changes the periodicity by δΛ = α Λ δT where α is the linear 
coefficient of thermal expansion given by 1.54 x 10
-5 for lithium niobate.
44  The effect 
is to change the length of the grating wavevector.  As figure 2.14 shows, large 
temperature changes are needed to affect significant changes in the efficiency of the 
interaction thus making temperature tuning another robust adjustment technique.   
Figure 2.22 shows the temperature tuning range with a pump wavelength of 840 nm 
and a grating period of 20.4 µm.  The long pump wavelength was chosen so that the 
collinear and non-collinear cases could be shown on the same plot with the same 
crystal period.   
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Figure 2.22:  Temperature tuning of signal and idler wavelengths.  Pump 
wavelength is assumed to be 840 nm with a period of 20.4 µm.  The solid line 
is the collinear case, the dotted line is the noncollinear case. 
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In addition to changing the grating wavevector, one can change the pump 
wavevector, as well.  Changing the pump wavelength provides easy adjustment of the 
signal and idler wavelengths when using a tunable source such as the one used in this 
work.  Figure 2.23 shows the tuning curves for collinear and noncollinear 
arrangements.  The latter is shown for internal pump to grating angle of 1
o.  Figure 
2.24 shows that pump wavelength tuning is a very sensitive process as compared to 
the previously discussed techniques.   The analysis is done for a crystal temperature of 
170 
oC.   
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Figure 2.23:  Pump wavelength tuning of the signal and idler wavelengths.  
The bold lines correspond to signal wavelengths, the narrow lines to idler 
wavelengths.  The solid line indicates collinear operation, the dashed line is for 
noncollinear operation at an internal pump to grating angle of 1
o.  A crystal 
temperature of 170 
oC was assumed.   42
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Figure 2.24:  The effect of pump wavelength tuning on efficiency.  The signal 
is at 1100 nm with a crystal period of 20.4 µm and a temperature of 170
oC.   
 
One can also change the signal wavevector by length tuning the cavity, as long 
as enough of the signal overlaps with the pump during each roundtrip pass through the 
crystal.  Figure 2.25 shows the calculated tuning range of the signal and idler over a 
300 nm cavity length change.  The figure agrees qualitatively with actual operation of 
the OPO where small fluctuations of a piezoelectric mirror mount give approximately 
100 nm of signal tuning.  Figure 2.26 shows the impact on efficiency due to 
wavevector mismatch over the bandwidth of the cavity mirrors.  The effect of reduced 
overlap was not considered as the signal delay is only 1 fs, about 1% of the FWHM.     43
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Figure 2.25:  Tuning of signal and idler wavelengths over 300 nm cavity length 
change.  Pump wavelength is 790 nm and temperature is 170 
oC with a period 
of 20.4 µm.   
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Figure 2.26:  Effect of cavity length change on efficiency.  The solid and 
dashed lines are the collinear cases with 1 mm and 0.3 mm interaction lengths, 
the dotted line is the noncollinear case with 0.3 mm interaction length.     44
Finally, one can also change the signal and idler wavelengths by changing the 
internal pump to grating angle in a noncollinear pumping scheme.  As illustrated in 
figure 2.27, changing the angle between the pump and grating will change the angles 
between the signal and idler and the signal and pump beams.  The process is not as 
simple as depicted in the figure.  Angular adjustments of the beams affect the index of 
refraction and changes the wavevector for each interacting beam.  The resulting 
phasemismatch can have a significant effect on efficiency if the angle is changed 
enough.  Further, changing the angles results in changes in the interaction lengths. 
Finally, if the trajectory of the signal beam changes, the cavity alignment will need to 
be adjusted.  For this work, a convenient angle was chosen which allowed easy pick-
off of the idler beam, and the cavity alignment was optimized for 1100 – 1140 nm 
operation.  Once aligned,  pump wavelength and cavity length tuning were chosen as 
the easiest and most convenient method of obtaining the desired wavelengths.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.27:  Simple schematic of angle tuning.  Two different cases are shown 
for pumping at different angles relative to the grating wavevector.   
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2.5.2  Other Nonlinear Interactions 
  In addition to the DFG process of creating a signal and idler, there are many 
other nonlinear interactions that occur during OPO operation.  Many beams in the 
ultraviolet, visible, and infrared are created with varying efficiency while the pump, 
signal, and idler are interacting.  Second harmonic generation (SHG) acts on each 
beam to create photons at double the frequency.  Similarly, third harmonic generation 
(THG) triples the frequency for all of the beams.  And, sum frequency generation 
(SFG) adds frequencies in pairs for various beams.  The various Χ
(2) and Χ
(3) 
processes observed are summarized in table 2.2.   
 
Table 2.2:  Competing nonlinear interactions.  Angles are in degrees and 
measured from the pump beam for a 19.5 µm period at 170 
oC .   
 
Beam Interaction Order 
Wave- 
length [nm] 
Internal 
Angle
External 
Angle
Signal (S) DFG 1 1100 1.71 3.72
2S SHG 3 550 1.69 3.71
3S THG 13 367 1.64 3.71
P+S SFG 5 460 0.82 1.76
Pump (P) DFG 1 790 0.00 0.00
2P SHG 9 395 0.08 0.02
P+I SFG 3 616 -1.20 -2.69
Idler (I) DFG 1 2803 -4.54 -9.56
2I SHG 1 1402 -4.73 -10.19
3I THG 3 934 -4.91 -10.71  
 
Note that not all of the processes are first order meaning the efficiency of the 
process is limited not only by the phase mismatch but also by the order of the 
interaction.  Only lowest odd orders are given above as it is assumed the PPLN crystal   46
has a nearly 50% duty cycle making even orders inefficient.  Many interactions are 
observed when using QPM, and the average power can be as high as 10% of the 
average pump power.
50  In addition to a beautiful light display, some of the competing 
nonlinear interactions can be useful or detrimental.  Some researchers have 
intentionally used the various interactions to produce pulses in the visible range.
51  
Still others have achieved the same result in birefringent crystals like KTA and KTP 
by using an intracavity half-wave plate to rotate and feed the signal back through the 
crystal.
52, 53  The second harmonic of the idler is important to this work as will be 
discussed in subsequent chapters.  Unfavorable results can occur, as well, from all of 
these competing processes.  Some interactions take usable power from the signal or 
idler beams thus reducing gain as per equation (2.6).  And, the sum frequency and 
second harmonic signal beams generate wavelengths that may encourage the 
photorefractive effect of the PPLN crystal.  Heating to 170
oC helps eliminate the latter 
concern.   
Figure 2.28 shows the efficiencies of the signal and second harmonic idler 
beams as well as other competing interactions as the pump wavelength is varied.  A 
crystal period of 19.5 µm at a temperature of 170 
oC is used.  Though it would appear 
that non-signal beams would be very inefficient at a pump wavelength of 790 nm, the 
sum frequency and second harmonic signal interactions together produce about         
65 mW average power in the visible.  The second harmonic idler beam is very 
inefficient, however, resulting in about 170 µW average power in practice.   47
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Figure 2.28:  Different nonlinear processes as pump wavelength is tuned.  The 
notation 2X refers to second harmonic of the X beam, and X+Y refers to sum 
frequency of the X and Y beams.  Order is noted after the comma. 
 
  The prior discussion has laid the foundation for understanding the cavity-
dumped OPO which will be outlined in the next chapter.   48
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 CHAPTER 3 
CAVITY DUMPED OPTICAL PARAMETRIC OSCILLATOR 
THEORY OF OPERATION 
 
 
3.1  Overview of Cavity Dumping 
  Cavity dumping is a way to extract energy from a laser cavity at operator-
specified intervals.  Similar to Q-switching, energy builds up in the cavity until release 
is allowed.  Unlike Q-switching the output is turned on for a specified period of time 
for a short burst of energy rather than for a gradual drain.  Cavity dumping is a means 
for one to slow down the normal repetition rate of a pulsed laser cavity.   
  Cavity dumping has been demonstrated using a Pockel’s cell in an electro-
optic approach and also by using a Bragg cell as with an acousto-optic modulator 
(AOM).
1  Both approaches can provide high efficiency, but the Pockel’s cell requires 
long crystal lengths (up to 1 cm) for added cavity dispersion and an expensive high 
voltage (~10 kV), high speed driver.  The AOM can achieve the same efficiency with 
much smaller crystal lengths and power requirements.   
The AOM is made from a material that exhibits refractive index changes in 
response to strain.  An acoustic wave is launched into the material causing strain at 
each wavefront.  The periodic strain causes a periodic change in the refractive index 
effectively setting up a grating in the material.  A fraction of the light incident on the 
material will be reflected off of the grating when the acoustic wave is present.  In the 
laser cavity, the AOM is flanked by two mirrors that focus the cavity mode to overlap 
the acoustic wave.  When the AOM is turned on, the reflected beam leaves the crystal 
at a small angle and is captured by a third mirror that redirects the beam to the desired 
output.  The cavity’s output coupler is typically replaced with a high reflectance 
52  53
mirror so that energy builds up in the cavity until deflected to the third mirror.  Figure 
3.1 illustrates the process in the AOM material.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1:  Deflection of optical beam by acoustic wave in an acousto-optic 
modulator.  The AOM operates most efficiently when the beam strikes the 
grating at the Bragg angle. 
   
  Cavity dumping with a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser has been used 
successfully to generate variable repetition rates of sub-100 fs pulses with high peak 
powers of up to 10  MW.
2-4   These systems limit the user to the 800 nm region 
whereas an OPO offers very broad wavelength tunability.  Attempts to marry the 
benefits of cavity dumping and an OPO have included using a cavity dumped pump 
for the OPO.
5, 6 The drawback to this approach is that since the pump and signal must 
overlap to achieve gain, adjusting the repetition rate requires changing the OPO cavity 
length significantly.  An intracavity OPO in a cavity dumped linear system has been 
demonstrated as an alternate approach.
7  Though more tunable, the system is also more 
complex.   
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One group has demonstrated a successful cavity dumped OPO using two BBO 
crystals and a linear cavity to produce 13 fs pulses in the visible regime.
8  For our 
application, QPM is preferred due to its broad tunability, access to higher nonlinear 
coefficients, and ability to produce synchronous pulses at multiple wavelengths.  One 
other group has demonstrated a cavity dumped OPO which is based on PPLN.
9  A 
linear configuration was used allowing the cavity mode to pass twice through the 
AOM, and along with amplifying the rf drive signal, high diffraction efficiency was 
obtained.  There are several drawbacks to using a linear configuration.  The cavity 
dumped beam is comprised of two beams with different phase owing to two passes 
through the AOM.  There is also twice the  GVD from the AOM and PPLN materials.  
And, as in a standard OPO, there is additional loss through second-harmonic 
generation in a non-gain pass through the PPLN in each round trip.    
To our knowledge, this work demonstrates and analyzes the first PPLN-based 
cavity-dumped optical parametric oscillator (CD-OPO) in a ring configuration.  The 
power of this instrument is in coupling the wavelength versatility with repetition rate 
tunability allowing an efficient measurement tool that can operate across the spectrum 
for fast and slow processes.  In particular, one can query ultra-fast phenomena that are 
buried in slower relaxation processes.  For example, many laser crystals have a multi-
step relaxation process composed of fast and slow stages that may have a fluorescence 
time of microseconds such as shown in the schematic of figure 3.2.  If one wishes to 
know the time constant of the non-radiative, ultra-fast process, one needs to pump 
from the ground level with a slow pump and query with a short pulse probe of lower 
frequency. The slowing of the pump prevents the population accumulation effects that 
would occur if the pump fired too quickly.    
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Figure 3.2:  Illustration of new pump-probe technique on three-level laser 
system.     
 
Typical “bench top” OPO’s have cavity lengths on the order of one or two meters, so 
the output repetition rate is typically in the 50 – 150 MHz range.  To achieve a lower 
rep rate would require a proportionally larger cavity, and this becomes impractical and 
usually infeasible.  Cavity dumping is the most efficient means to convert a high 
repetition rate to the tens or hundreds of kilohertz needed for the probe.  For example, 
the 1 to 0 transition as shown in figure 3.2 for Cr
4+:YAG is about   3.6µs,
 10, 11 whereas 
the 2 to 1 level lifetime is unmeasured (so far).  It is expected that the upper transition 
lifetime is on the order of a few phonon periods, which is around 400 cm
-1 for 
Cr
4+:YAG yielding a predicted lifetime of under 10 ps.
10, 11  Thus, we need a system 
that can produce short synchronous pulses with repetition rates as slow as 250 kHz.   
This chapter outlines the development and demonstration of the CD-OPO.  As no one 
has yet reported on the transient behavior of such a system, we develop a model the 
describes the recovery process under various dumping conditions. 
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3.2  Design Considerations for the CD-OPO 
  Modifying the OPO to accommodate cavity dumping required consideration of 
many design details.  Issues pertaining to the choice of AOM material, the 
configuration of the laser system, and dispersion compensation are outlined below. 
 
3.2.1  AOM Material Considerations 
In choosing an AOM for cavity dumping, several models and materials are 
available.  The AOM chosen for this work is tellurium dioxide (TeO2) from Brimrose 
Corporation of America.  The following discussion utilizes specifications supplied by 
Brimrose.  
At 800 nm, the diffraction efficiency, ηeff, of TeO2 on single pass (with 2 W 
drive signal power) is specified to be 60%.  As ηeff  α 1/λ
2, the efficiency at 1100 nm 
is about 31.7%.  The TeO2 AOM has twice the efficiency rating as fused silica models 
which also need to be driven harder.  Like the fused silica version, the TeO2 material 
has a very high transmissivity specification of about 99%.  We also found 
specifications for a competing device made with gallium phosphide (GaP) which 
offers a 90% efficiency at the desired wavelength, but its scattering losses were listed 
at 10% which renders it impractical for implementation in a laser cavity.
12   
  In addition to having relatively high efficiency and transmissivity ratings, the 
commercially available TeO2 models have a large deflection angle.  At 800 nm, the 
Bragg angle, θ as shown in figure 3.1, is 36 mrad.  At 1100 nm, this figure would 
increase to about 100 mrad according to the equation: 
 
    
acoustic v
f λ
θ = s i n     ( 3 . 1 )    57
where λ is the wavelength of operation, and f/vacoustic is the period of the acoustic 
wave.
1  The deflection angle is 2θ, giving a deflection of 72 mrad, much larger than 
available fused silica models.  The angle is important as the focusing mirrors flanking 
the AOM must be close together and a large deflection is required to successfully 
isolate the dumped beam.   
The drawbacks to the TeO2 include lower damage threshold than fused silica 
and higher dispersion.  The low damage threshold was a concern, and we were careful 
not to push power limits in the OPO.  Dispersion was easily compensated, though, by 
adjustment of the prism sequence (see section 3.2.3).   In light of considerations such 
as efficiency, transmissivity, and deflection angle, the TeO2 device seemed to be the 
best choice for this system.  With a promised efficiency of approximately 30%, we 
anticipated a 10 fold increase in pulse energy from the cavity dumped beam over the 
signal beam accessible at the 3% output coupler. 
 
 
3.2.2 Cavity  Configuration 
Cavity dumping can work in either a linear or ring cavity.  Figure 3.3 
illustrates both methods.  In the linear cavity, the beam is passed through the AOM 
twice via a fourth mirror, resulting in a better total diffraction efficiency.  However, 
the exiting beam is now comprised of two parts with potentially a slight phase 
separation.  From the OPO perspective, the GVD from the dispersive material of the 
AOM and PPLN has twice the impact, and there is a pure loss pass through an 
unpumped PPLN on each round trip.  In a ring configuration, the total AOM 
diffraction efficiency is less, but the temporal effects can be more easily controlled 
and one is dealing with a single pulse and a single pumped pass through the PPLN 
crystal.  The optimal configuration depends on the application, and in an ultra-fast   58
pump-probe experiment such as in this work, controlling the temporal dispersion sets 
preference to the ring configuration illustrated in figure 3.3b.   
To determine the mirror separation from the AOM, one must ensure that the 
optical signal is completely overlapped by the acoustic wave when the latter is turned 
on.  The rise time for optimal efficiency for the Brimrose device is given as 5.8 ns, and 
with an acoustic velocity of about 4200 m/s, this corresponds to a spot size of the 
optical beam of about 25 µm.  The specification recommends 30 microns for the 
device optimized to an operating wavelength of 1100 nm.   Mirrors with 7.5 cm focal 
length provided a 22.5 µm or less beam radius.  Using an ABCD analysis, it was 
determined that a total mirror separation of 151 mm equally spaced from the AOM 
yielded the smallest beam and still provided a stable cavity configuration.  The largest 
focus to achieve the desired spot size was chosen to further ensure separation of the 
deflected and transmitted beams.  Simple geometry gives a worst case separation of 
about 10 mm at the second mirror, allowing enough room for the deflected beam to be 
isolated readily.  As the AOM performance is very sensitive to the optical beam size, 
optimal mirror separation was calculated to be 152 mm both at the AOM and at the 
PPLN.  To confirm ideal mirror separation had been achieved, the signal beam width 
at the output coupler was measured using the blade technique as approximately 650 
µm which showed good agreement with calculation.   
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Figure 3.3:  Implementation of the cavity dumper in a laser cavity.  Figure (a.) 
depicts incorporation into a linear configuration while part (b.) shows a 
schematic of the ring configuration chosen for this work.  Due to physical 
constraints, the actual Z fold arrangement was inverted relative to this figure.   
 
One can further consider whether the angular spread due to diffraction and dispersion 
would require further beam separation allowance.
13  Spread due to diffraction caused 
by the limiting aperture size of the AOM is 
    ∆θdiff = λ/d       ( 3 . 2 )  
where d is the aperture size.  Since we are focusing to 30 µm or less, spreading due to 
the 100 µm aperture is not an issue.  Angular spread due to spatial dispersion is given 
by 
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       ∆θdisp = ∆λ f / vacoustic.       ( 3 . 3 )  
Here the spread becomes 2.3 mrad with a measured spectral bandwidth of 25 nm.  
Clearly, 2.3 mrad of angular deviation will not be enough to counteract the large 5 mm 
clearance there exists between both beams in the plane of mirrors 2 and 3. 
 
3.2.3 Dispersion  Compensation 
  One last design consideration that must be taken into account is the temporal 
dispersion added to the signal pulse on each round trip.  As the signal may take over 
1000 passes before being dumped, even small amounts of positive dispersion must be 
compensated via the intracavity prisms (see section 2.4.5).  The material dispersion is 
given by,
13 
   
2
2
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3
2 λ π
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∂
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GVD       ( 3 . 4 )  
where d is the distance traveled in the material, and dispersion compensation through 
the prisms is given by,
13 
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with L being the additive apex to apex distance between prisms 1-2 and 3-4 as shown 
in figure 2.18.  Assuming the AOM material, the PPLN crystal, and the SF14 glass of 
the prisms to be the major contributors to positive GVD, one can calculate the 
compensation scheme required.  Sellmeier equations for these materials were taken 
from references [13-15], respectively.  The pulse spreading is taken to be the 
difference in input and output widths whose relationship is given as,
13 
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where the 7.68 arises from assuming Gaussian pulse shapes and FWHM 
measurements.  Figure 3.4 shows how a fused silica versus a TeO2 AOM would 
perform based on prism settings used to compensate the PPLN crystal alone.  A 70 fs 
pulse was assumed for the signal.  Based on the available model from Brimrose 
Corporation and assuming Brewster angle installation, the optical path through the 
silica model was 3.5mm.  The optical path in the TeO2 model was 5mm.  It is clear 
from figure 3.4a. that the silica model needs very little tuning as its pulse spreading 
curve lies directly on top of the curve for the arrangement with no AOM material 
inserted in the beam path.  The TeO2 material adds significant dispersion with nearly 
50% pulse spreading expected.  Figure 3.4b., however, shows that, by use of equations 
(3.4) and (3.5), removing prism glass from the current configuration so that d is 1.4 cm 
instead of 2.25 cm would accommodate the TeO2 model with ease.   
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Figure 3.4:  Dispersion considerations for the AOM materials.  Figure a.) 
shows the impact of pulse spreading on a 70 fs pulse without changing the 
prism sequence.  Note the silica curve lies on top of the PPLN curve.  Figure 
b.) plots pulse spreading in the cavity with the TeO2 AOM as the prism 
sequence is adjusted.  Notation is apex to apex distance / path length through 
prism glass.  The 43/2.25 setting is the starting point for the PPLN without an 
AOM.   
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3.3  Installation of the Cavity Dumper into the OPO 
  Reconfiguring the existing OPO as per figure 3.2 (b) was relatively 
straightforward.  The optimum spacing between the focusing mirrors was calculated to 
be 152 mm for optimum dumped power and cavity stability.  This in turn brought the 
HR and OC mirrors in the same length to compensate for the change in cavity length.  
A Z-fold configuration for the AOM mirrors was chosen to due to physical constraints 
on the beam path and in an effort to reduce astigmatism and coma.  The optimal angle 
of the mirrors to reduce astigmatism was calculated from
16  
 
( )
4 2 2 / 1 1 tan sin n n n
f
t
+ − = θ θ     (3.7) 
with t half the thickness of the AOM, n its refractive index, f the focal length of the 
mirrors, and θ the angle of the beam to normal.  The optimal angle was found to be 
115 mrad or 6.6
o.  Due to the complexity of the cavity and various spatial limitations, 
it was not possible to place the mirrors at optimal angles.  The first mirror was at an 
angle of 3.2
o and the second was at an angle of 9.2
o.  As a result, some minor 
astigmatism may have been present in the beam to affect spatial overlap at the PPLN 
crystal and therefore gain.  However, we did not observe output power loss in the 
signal at the final installation of the AOM, so the effect, if present, was not significant.   
  The next step was to place the AOM in the beam waist formed by the two 
mirrors.  The AOM was mounted so as to be able to pivot about the center of the 
material.  The Brewster angle was calculated to be 65.5
o, and the AOM was placed 
accordingly.  Comparing round-trip power levels during alignment to previous 
alignment attempts confirmed proper adjustment.   The Bragg angle was next 
determined by rotating the crystal about an axis perpendicular to the beam path and 
parallel to the table.  The AOM driver circuit produced 5 kHz to 12 MHz square   64
waves with 10 – 150 nsec pulse widths.  The alignment was done using a high duty 
cycle (~30%) so that the deflected beam could be observed with an IR card as it 
appeared above the plane of the cavity.   Care was taken to achieve a single deflected 
beam indicating true Bragg diffraction as Raman-Nath diffraction could also be 
readily obtained.  Using a pick-off mirror and a detector, the power in the deflected 
beam was optimized by translating the crystal along all three axes to optimize overlap 
of the optical and acoustic beams and to place the interaction close to the electrode of 
the AOM.   
  With the AOM installed, signal power strength initially had decreased to 30% 
of its previous optimum.  The next step was to adjust the prism sequence to optimize 
temporal overlap and therefore recover the lost power.  With 5 mm of TeO2 inserted in 
the optical path, pulse spreading was calculated to be approximately 15 fs causing a 
53% reduction in peak power of the resonated beam and thus reduced gain at the 
PPLN crystal.  Instead of reworking the cavity to accommodate larger prism spacings, 
it was easier to translate the prisms along the optical axis to remove glass from the 
beam path.  Once the prisms were adjusted, full power was restored indicating good 
temporal overlap in the PPLN crystal.   
The next step was to replace the output coupler with a high reflector.  The 
98.5% output coupler at 1030 nm showed the best performance for power in the 
dumped signal as well as in the second harmonic of the idler when the system was 
tuned to 1100 nm operation.  When alignment or characterization efforts called for 
access to a non-dumped signal beam or when 1100 nm operation was required, the 
98.5% mirror was used.  A gold mirror (~98% reflectivity)
17 was used when 1140 nm 
operation was required as the higher reflectivity at this wavelength provided increased 
power for both the cavity dumped signal and second harmonic idler. 
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3.4  AOM Drive Conditions 
Once the AOM is installed, it is necessary to select the appropriate drive conditions to 
achieve high cavity dumped pulse energy.  The Brimrose driver provided flexible 
tunability and pulses as slow as 5 kHz with 10 ns pulse widths were obtained.  One 
problem with the Brimrose driver, however, was that it was electrically underpowered.  
Although advertised as a 2 W driver, the system only produced 1.5 W to the AOM 
which reduced the diffraction efficiency to 20%.  An even bigger problem with the 
driver was that the intracavity signal pulses were not synchronized with the drive 
pulses to the AOM.  As a result, cavity dumped pulses would appear randomly within 
the window supplied by the driver.  Figure 3.5 shows the pulse shape of the drive 
signal as viewed on a LeCroy digital oscilloscope.   As the drive pulse deviates from 
perfectly uniform amplitude, attenuation was random as signal pulses arrived at 
various points in the window.  It was even possible on some dump events to obtain 
two very weak pulses rather than one strong pulse.  The signal-to-noise ratio for the 
pump-probe measurements was severely compromised with the internal driver.   
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Figure 3.5:  Pulse shape from the Brimrose internal drive circuit.   66
An external pulse generation/synchronization scheme was built to enhance the 
signal to noise ratio.  Figure 3.6 gives the schematic for the final drive configuration.  
The initial input to the system comes from the synch out port of the Ti:Sapphire mode-
locker.  The 200 mV signal is amplified using an HP 461A RF Amplifier to drive the 
clock input of a 74VHC4040 binary counter from Fairchild Semiconductor.  The 
master reset (MR) is grounded causing the counter to count continuously, and pins 
Q0-Q11 act as a frequency divider (divides by 2
n where n is the pin number) to 
produce the desired repetition rate at a 50% duty cycle.  Repetition rates in were 
selectable in binary steps from 40 kHz to 40 MHz.  The resultant signal is fed to a 
Wavetek 802 50 MHz Pulse Generator which provides adjustable pulses down to 10 
ns widths on a 1.4 V trigger.  Delay can be adjusted to account for coaxial cable 
lengths.  When using the TTL output, the amplitude is fixed, but a standard 50 Ω 
output port is available with amplitude and offset control.  The pulse train is then sent 
to the Brimrose driver external port for use as the envelope on the rf signal to the 
AOM.  As the input impedance to the Brimrose system is 330 Ω, a T-connector was 
used with a ~60Ω load placed on the open terminal to reduce reflections.  The result is 
an AOM pulse train synchronized to the cavity so that each dump event presents the 
same rf drive power to the AOM at the same point in time relative to the circulating 
pulse resulting in a system that delivers consistent diffraction efficiency.     
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Figure 3.6:  Schematic for the AOM external drive circuit.  Input to the system 
comes from the Ti:Sapphire mode-locker to synchronize the AOM activity 
with the oscillation of the OPO. 
 
Figure 3.7a shows a typical rf pulse delivered to the AOM from the 
synchronized drive scheme as seen on an analog oscilloscope.
18  The pulse width was 
a little larger than desired owing to the impedance mismatch between the generator 
and driver.  As a result, there were actually three dumped pulses on each excitation as 
seen in figure 3.7.b.  The delay setting on the Wavetek pulse generator was adjusted so 
that the main pulse was at least eight times larger than its preceding and following 
pulses.  Though a 12% leakage was not ideal, the cavity dumped signal was consistent 
and showed significantly less amplitude noise than when internally driven.  In the 
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latter case, pulse to pulse power varied up to 50%.  Unfortunately, the underpowered 
driver still placed limitations on the maximum efficiency attainable.
20 
 
 
     
 
Figure 3.7:  Output from the synchronized driver circuit.  Figure a.) shows the 
rf signal passed to the AOM, and figure b.) shows the resultant cavity dumped 
pulse. 
 
 
3.5  Spatial, Spectral, and Temporal Impacts 
  The spatial profile of the cavity dumped pulse is different than that of the 
signal seen at the output coupler.  Normally, the two pulses would look identical, but 
due to damage threshold concerns with the TeO2 material, the largest spot size at the 
AOM which still allowed the maximum diffraction efficiency was utilized.  For large 
beam waists, a clear diffraction pattern can be seen in the deflected signal.  In the case 
of our system, the spot size exceeds ideal by only a couple of microns, thus there is a 
small spatial perturbation which causes the deflected beam to be slightly oblong as 
viewed on an IR sensor card.  Tighter focusing could have remedied the spatial 
a.) b.)   69
distortion, but since it appeared maximum efficiency had been achieved, it was 
decided not to push the damage threshold boundary.   
  Spectral characteristics of the cavity dumped beam, however, proved identical 
to the 80 MHz signal pulses.  A frequency shift of 2ω vs sinθ / c (vs the speed of 
sound) is expected on Bragg reflection,
1 but the 7.2 pm shift was beyond the 
measurement capability of the spectrum analyzer.  Figure 3.8 shows the spectra of 
both the signal at the 98.5% output coupler and the cavity dumped signal as measured 
on an Ist-Rees optical spectrum analyzer with spinning grating head.  Both pulses are 
approximately 25 nm at 1140 nm operation.   
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Figure 3.8:  Spectra of CD-OPO output at 1140 nm.  Shown are a.) spectrum of 
80 MHz signal and b.) cavity dumped signal pulses.   
 
Temporal characteristics were preserved, as well.  Figure 3.9 shows the high 
rate signal pulse width as measured on a non-collinear autocorrelator using a KTP 
crystal.  A sech
2 pulse was assumed, and using a conversion factor of 0.648,
19 the   70
measured pulse width was approximately 80 fs.   The cavity dumped signal was too 
weak to measure with an autocorrelator.  However, when passed to a Michelson 
interferometer with collinear alignment to a high-speed InGaAs detector, interference 
fringes were observed.  Figure 3.10 shows the fringe patterns for the 80 MHz signal 
and the cavity dumped signal.  The non-symmetry in the case of the high rate signal 
pulse is likely due to a nonlinear response in the detector which was apparent at high 
power.  Both cases demonstrate a FWHM of about 40 fringes yielding a pulse width of 
about 77 fs at 1140 nm.  The resulting ∆ν∆τ is 0.44 indicating near transform-limited 
pulses to within measurement error.  Despite the spatial distortion, the spectral and 
temporal characteristics of the intracavity signal pulse are preserved in the cavity 
dump.   
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Figure 3.9:  Autocorrelator measurement of signal beam at the output coupler.  
A non-collinear KTP based autocorrellator was used.   71
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Figure 3.10:  Interference fringes as observed on Michelson interferometer 
with InGaAs detector.  Shown are the a.) 80 MHz signal from the output 
coupler and b.) the cavity dumped signal at approximately 10 kHz. 
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3.6  Transient Behavior of a CD-OPO 
  Cheung and Liu developed a temporal model based on a synchronously 
pumped, singly resonant, continuous wave OPO.
21   Signal amplitude can be predicted 
according to 
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As the single pass gain is small, the time dependent gain is expanded in terms of the 
pump intensity and cavity loss coefficient (defined in equation (3.11) by: 
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where p and s refer to pump and signal.  The distributed loss is given by: 
a I R l t th p s , ln ) ( = − = Γ α     (3.11) 
with αs(t) being the effective cavity loss, l the cavity length, R the mirror reflectivities, 
and Ip,th the pump threshold intensity.  The first order time derivatives of (3.8) come 
from phase shifts.  The first relates to phase mismatch from the bandwidth of the 
cavity, the second from temporal walk-off of the pump and signal pulses, and the last 
from cavity length changes that affect overlap of the pump and signal on each gain 
event.  The second order terms come from the effect of bandwidth.  The first of the   73
second order terms relates to the crystal bandwidth, the second to the cavity 
bandwidth, and the third to the group velocity dispersion of the signal.  In steady-state, 
as is the goal between dumping events, the gain must balance the distributed loss and 
saturation, similar to non-parametric laser systems.   Solutions to equation (3.8) can be 
obtained only numerically.  The solutions give the temporal profile of each signal 
pulse based on the pump pulse shape as well as on bandwidth and phase shift 
considerations.   
For our purposes, it is desirable to determine how the pulse energy of the OPO 
recovers after a cavity dump event over the course of microseconds.  Such a large 
timeframe does not require the level of detail offered by equation (3.8).  It is possible 
to then treat each pulse, pump or signal, as a step or impulse function.  It is anticipated 
that evolution of the signal pulse shape from partial dumping to steady-state will not 
affect the average power in the OPO significantly.  Therefore, effects of dispersion, 
cavity bandwidth, and crystal bandwidth will be ignored relative to the time frame 
considered here.   What one is left with is an evolution that will depend on gain, 
saturation, and loss until steady-state is achieved.   
A simple iterative model was developed that modifies a pulse on each round 
trip through the cavity.  Essentially two steps are involved:  gain in the PPLN 
tempered by saturation effects and loss in the cavity.  After a dump event, the latter is 
assumed to be constant as absorption, cavity length, and mirror reflectances remain 
fixed.  Signal photons reaching the PPLN crystal experience gain along the interaction 
length, L, according to
21 
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where g is the gain coefficient given in equation (2.7).  Efficiency as described by the 
sinc
2 function is assumed to stay constant as the wavelength remains unchanged.  
Though the AOM index modulation potentially creates a temporary increase in cavity 
path length due to a change in refractive index, the perturbation is not sustained so the 
photons at the new cavity frequency are not reinforced for gain.  Overlap of the 
returning pulses after the path length change was also considered.  The index 
modulation of the AOM at 1.5 W rf drive power is given by
1 
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where p is the photoelastic coefficient and ρ is the mass density.  Typical values for 
TeO2 are
22 0.34 and 6 g/cm
3, respectively, with a refractive index of 2.2.  Taking a 
worst case view, we divide by two to take the average index increase and multiply by 
the 5 mm beam path in the AOM for an optical path length change of 0.5 µm, 
resulting in a temporal displacement of 1.5 fs.  As the displacement is 1% of the actual 
pulse width, efficiency reduction due to overlap was considered negligible.   
    The single pass gain of equation (3.12) is reduced by pump depletion as per 
equation (3.10) where Ip is the number of pump photons actually involved in the DFG 
gain process.  Proper substitution of Is for Ip given that for each signal photon created, 
one pump photon is destroyed (see equation (2.5)) yields 
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where the relation in equation (3.11) was utilized.  The final expression for single pass 
gain through the crystal is   75
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Cavity loss is then treated as distributed loss, Γ, acting on the output of the PPLN as: 
    ( ) Γ − = + = 1 ) , ( ) , 0 ( ) , ( t L P t P t l P s c s s τ .  (3.16) 
As equation (3.16) indicates, after loss is applied, the resulting signal becomes the 
input to the PPLN crystal again.  Once pump threshold (420 mW), pump power at the 
crystal input facet (570 mW during the current experiment), and steady state signal 
power (90 mW) are measured, Γ can be determined from the steady-state form of 
equation (3.8).  Γ was calculated to be 0.048 which seems to be in good agreement 
with the assumed 1100 nm transmittance of the output coupler used.  Recall, the 
output coupler had a 98.5% reflectance at 1030 nm, so at 1100 nm the reflectance was 
assumed to be 97%.  Single pass gain, g, is treated as a constant times the input pump 
power.  Here G, inclusive of gain and efficiency, is taken to be 0.78 Ip.  Figure 3.11 
shows the result of the model for the case of 20% cavity dumping efficiency.     76
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Figure 3.11:  Result of transient model for 20% cavity dump.  Each column 
represents an intracavity pulse occurring every 12 ns. 
 
To compare the model against reality, a fast germanium detector was used to 
detect the cavity dumped signal while a fast silicon detector read the signal beam from 
the output coupler.  Triggering occurred on a third channel that monitored the 
synchronous drive circuit.  Figure 3.12 shows the cavity dumped pulse structure and 
resulting signal profile.  
   77
   
Figure 3.12:  Transient response of signal after cavity dumping.  The top 
waveform is the signal detected after the output coupler and the bottom is the 
cavity dumped signal. 
 
   It can be seen that a similar fast recovery is observed as in the model.  Time 
constants have been estimated for a singly resonant pulsed OPO assuming step 
impulses as
21 
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Here it is assumed the recovery time is much longer than the FWHM of the pump 
pulses so the temporal profile of the pulses can be ignored.  Recovery time according 
to equation (3.14) is predicted to be 550 ns.  Our transient model predicts a shorter   78
recovery time of 70 ns.  The data of figure 3.12 show a recovery time of 150 ns, closer 
to that predicted by the model.  
The astute observer may at this point observe a slight oscillatory behavior in 
the responses shown in figure 3.12. Unlike an intracavity OPO that does exhibit such 
behavior,
23 the CD-OPO should contain no memory.  A doubly-resonant OPO exhibits 
a similar transient response,
24 but as the idler absorbs the phase difference between the 
signal and pump waves,
25 a fluctuation feedback is to be expected.  One study models 
oscillatory behavior in a singly resonant OPO where a non-coherent pump eventually 
produces a coherent signal beam that at times oscillates with the FSR of the cavity.
26  
Certain conditions are required to meet this behavior including a negligible difference 
between the pump and idler group velocities.  Table 2.1 indicates that the CD-OPO 
presented here does not meet that criterion.  The signal was measured on several types 
of detectors at several places in the cavity.  Signal pulses as well as second harmonic 
pulses were observed on InGaAs, Ge, and Si detectors.  When responses were as 
varied as depicted in figures 3.12 and 3.13, it was finally determined that the 
oscillatory behavior was a measurement artifact perhaps owing to overshoot circuitry 
in the detectors which are designed for fast rise time.   The Si detector seemed to give 
the most consistent and reliable results.   
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Figure 3.13:  The same phenomenon as figure 3.12 but as seen on a germanium 
detector.  The strong ringing is due to the electronics in the Ge detector. 
 
Figures 3.14 and 3.15 compares how the transient model responds to pump 
power and cavity loss changes versus the steady state result predicted by equations 
(3.8) and (3.17).  In all cases, single pass gain is adjusted only as a function of pump 
power.  Steady-state power after the output coupler (assumed 97% transmissivity) 
agrees to within ~10% with equation (3.8).  Recovery times are vastly different yet 
show the same trends of exponential decrease with decreasing pump power and 
constant values with varying loss coefficients. 
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Figure 3.14:  Transient model response to changes in pump power.  Figure a.) 
shows steady state output signal power and b.) shows recovery time. 
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Figure 3.15:  Transient model response to changes in cavity loss.  Figure a.) 
shows steady state output signal power and b.) shows recovery time. 
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Data were also taken of how the system would respond to multiple pulses in a 
cavity dump.  Figure 3.16 compares experimental data with output power predicted by 
the model.  To duplicate the effect of figure 3.16a, cavity dumping in part b consisted 
of six consecutive pulses decreasing in intensity over the first three events and 
remaining steady for the final three.  Note the recovery profiles are similar with the 
model recovering slightly faster than the data profile.  The difference in recovery 
times is likely due to the approximations made in the cavity dump signal profile 
supplied to the model. 
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Figure 3.16:  Transient behavior with multiple pulses in a cavity dump.  Figure 
a.) shows actual data taken and figure b.) shows the transient model response. 
 
An important aspect of considering the transient behavior of the OPO is to 
determine constraints on allowable repetition rates.  Early measurements of repetition 
rate versus pulse energy using the Brimrose drive circuitry indicated logarithmically 
higher pulse energies were possible at very low cavity dump rates below 50 kHz.  
Such a result would suggest that cavity recovery times were greater than 20 µs.  As the 
internal drive signal was suspect, the measurement was repeated with the synchronous 
a.)   82
drive circuit.  Figure 3.17 plots the results of pulse energy versus cavity dump rate for 
the synchronous driver circuit.  Monitoring the dumped signal on an oscilloscope in 
tandem it was observed that at repetition rates less than 83 kHz, the cavity dump 
would occasionally double.  The source of the double firing is suspected to come from 
the binary counter which, mounted on a slotted hole breadboard, received and 
produced highly noisy signals.  No reliable data were taken below 83 kHz.  Pulse 
energies were consistent until falling off at 5.2 MHz and higher which is consistent 
with predicted and observed recovery times of about 200 ns.  At higher repetition 
rates, intracavity power has not had the chance to fully recover.   
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Figure 3.17:  Repetition rate versus cavity dumped pulse energy at 570 mW 
pump power.   
 
Though figure 3.17 indicates pulse energies of 3nJ, recall that this experiment 
was performed at the relatively low pump power of 570 mW.  At a pump power of 
730 mW as measured at the PPLN crystal, typical for our pump system,
27 a 6 µs 
periodicity produced 1.8 mW of cavity dumped signal or 10 nJ of energy per pulse.    83
Signal power at the output coupler was 140 mW indicating a 20% efficiency at the 
AOM.  It should also be noted that, as expected, pump threshold as well as intracavity 
power were both observed to decrease for high duty cycles achieved with high 
repetition rates and/or larger rf pulse widths as would be predicted by equation (3.11).       
One final point confirming the model’s prediction of recovery time versus that 
of equation (3.17) is implied in figure 3.17 which shows operation above threshold for 
repetition rates as high as 40 MHz.  The long recovery times predicted by equation 
(3.17) do not allow enough recovery between dump events to sustain an average gain 
above threshold, forcing the intracavity power to go to zero at steady state.  Figure 
3.18 shows the model’s response to cavity dump events occurring every 24 to 192 ns.  
Note that in each case, steady state is achieved without complete loss of intracavity 
power.  Figure 3.19 plots the predicted signal power at the output coupler versus that 
observed experimentally.  There is good agreement with the data until the very high 
repetition rate of 40MHz.  Such a high rate indicates dumping every other pulse, so the 
model’s assumption of constant cavity loss breaks down at that point.  As the exact 
recovery profile was difficult to observe directly owing to the electronics of the 
detectors, comparing output power with dump rate gives another indication of how 
quickly the cavity actually recovers.  Figure 3.19 shows that the transient model 
presented here does indeed predict reasonable recovery time constants.   84
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Figure 3.18:  Output signal power versus time for various repetition rates 
predicted by the transient model.   
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Figure 3.19:  Signal output power versus cavity dump periodicity.   Plotted are 
results predicted by the transient model (solid line) and actual data observed 
(dots).   85
The transient model proves successful in predicting the general intracavity 
recovery profile in response to single- and multiple-pulse cavity dumps.  Though 
recovery times are slightly less than observed experimentally, the model coincides 
with high dumping rate behavior up to the limit of 40 MHz.  In addition, given a 
constant output coupler transmittance, the model predicts steady-state output powers 
to within ~10% as cavity loss and pump power are varied.  The model can be 
customized to any system by measuring five easily observed quantities:  output 
coupler transmittance, pump threshold, pump power, steady state signal output power, 
and AOM efficiency.   
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Cr
4+:YAG CRYSTAL 
 
 
4.1  Transitions of Cr
4+:YAG 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, Cr
4+:YAG has been extensively used for such 
applications as continuous wave
1 lasers and pulsed laser sources as fast as 20 fs.
2  It’s 
durability and thermal properties make it a good Q-switch
3 for Nd:YAG, as well.  The 
Cr
4+ ion has also been used in other lattice structures for lasing,
4 amplification,
5 and 
Q-switching
6 applications.  Experimental data on emission and absorption spectra, 
cross-section, and polarization dependence of certain properties have determined that 
the action of interest is due to the D2d tetrahedrally coordinated Cr
4+ ion in the lattice.
7  
Other oxidation states or symmetry positions that may be held by the chromium ions 
are not absorbing and emitting centers unless under high dopant conditions.
7-8  This 
section will detail the transition levels for Cr
4+ that give rise to its interesting and 
useful properties.   
 
4.1.1  The Free Ion d
2 Orbitals 
 The  Cr
4+ ion has 20 electrons that fill orbital shells according to 1s
2 2s
2 2p
6 3s
2 
3p
6 3d
2.  It is the valence shell that gives atoms their most interesting properties.  As 
such, it is the 3d
2 orbital that will be explored here. 
As electrons in the orbital experience a magnetic field from the magnetic 
dipole moment of the nucleic protons, there is a lift in the degeneracy of this orbital.
9  
The spin-spin coupling, also called hyperfine splitting, creates a triplet state of total 
spin 1 and a singlet state of spin 0.
9  As shown in figure 4.1, the d
2 orbital now has two 
88  89
levels with a small energy gap, the triplet state being lowered and the singlet being 
raised.
10   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1:  Splitting due to spin-spin coupling. 
 
The second level of splitting arises from orbit-orbit coupling, or electron-electron 
interaction.  Each electron, taken individually, has an orbital momentum, l, and a spin, 
s.
9  As multiple electrons occupy the shell, interaction causes new levels to be created 
each characterized by wavefunctions that have a total orbital momentum, L, and a 
total angular momentum, S.
10  Similar to the single electron case, the z-components of 
the total angular momenta are given by quantum numbers ML = Σ ml and MS = Σ 
ms.
10   Levels with total orbital momentum number equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. are 
given designation S, P, D, F, G, H, etc., respectively.
10  The level is specified by the 
designation above with the quantity (2S + 1) as a preceding superscript which is equal 
to one plus the number of unpaired electrons.
10  In the case of the d
2 orbital, electrons 
are either paired (antiparallel) with (2S + 1) = 1 or unpaired (parallel) with (2S + 1) = 
3.    Table 3.1 shows some of the configurations allowed for the d
2 orbital.
10  Each box 
corresponds to a possible ml value of a single electron, and the arrows pointing up or 
down indicate spin up (ms = 1/2) or spin down (ms = -1/2), respectively.  There are 45 
possible combinations of the two electrons of the d
2 orbital, however, there are only 
d2
Triplet
Singlet
d2
Triplet
Singlet  90
five equivalent terms that cover all of them.
10  The five terms are 
3F and 
3P from the 
triplet level and 
1G, 
1D, and 
1S from the singlet level.
10  The number of combinations 
for each level is given by (2L + 1)(2S + 1).
10  One can see that the 
3F state has 21 
possible configurations, the 
3P state has 9 as does the 
1G term, the 
1D term can be 
configured in 5 ways, and there is only one way to get the 
1S term giving a total of 45 
combinations.  Table 4.1 gives one example of each term.  Figure 4.2 shows how these 
terms fit into the energy diagram for the d
2 orbital. 
 
Table 4.1:  The five terms of the d
2 orbital with examples of each. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For a free ion, there is also a phenomenon called spin-orbit coupling.  Here, 
just as in the case for a single electron, there is a total angular momentum, J.
9  J 
ranges from |L-S| to |L+S| in whole integer steps.
9-10  The J value of a level is usually 
designated by a subscript.
10  Figure 4.2 shows the final diagram with notation for the 
various splitting phenomena discussed thus far.
10  It should be noted before going to 
the next section that the spin-orbit coupling is usually weak in comparison to the 
crystal field.
10  The implication is that the perturbation is considered only after crystal 
field effects are taken into account, and only if such splitting is of enough consequence 
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3
1
4
2
0
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1
1
0
0
0
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1
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0
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3P
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to the phenomena under study.  In the case of this work, further splitting after the 
crystal field effect is only considered briefly and does not have bearing on the 
measurement performed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2:  The free-ion model for the d
2 orbital.  Coupling perturbations are 
indicated under each successive splitting. 
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4.1.2  Splitting in the Weak Tetrahedral Crystal Field 
  To determine what happens when a free ion is placed in a crystal lattice, 
consider the real forms of the d orbitals as depicted in figure 4.3.
10  There are two 
configurations that align the electron clouds on the coordinate axes, dz
2 and dx
2
-y
2.  
Together, they are designated dγ.  There are also three configurations that align 
between the axes, dxy, dxz, and dyz, which collectively go by the designation dε.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3:  Real forms of the d orbitals. 
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  Now consider two common crystal lattice positions as depicted in figure 4.4.
10  
The first case is a six-coordinated site, i.e. there are six nearest neighbors.  The site is 
referred to as octahedral because the first Brillouin Zone is eight sided.  The second 
case is a four-coordinated tetrahedral site.  Note that in the case of the octahedral site, 
the nearest neighbors lie on the coordinate axes.  As the nearest neighbors for the Cr
4+ 
ion will be negatively charged oxygen ions, one should anticipate that repulsive forces 
will result in the dγ orbitals having higher energy than the dε orbitals.
10  There will be 
a splitting in the energy levels due to the ion’s interaction with the crystal field.  
Similarly, if one considers the tetrahedral case where the ions lie on selected corners 
of a cube centered on the coordinate axes, one expects to observe a splitting with the 
reverse trend.
10  In fact, when calculating the energy levels and separations resulting 
from an octahedral lattice position, the tetrahedral position corresponds to a factor of   
(-4/9) times the result, all charges, distances, etc. being equal.
10  In other words, the 
crystal field effect on the tetrahedral site is the same as that on the octahedral site, but 
reversed and scaled by an appropriate factor.  Simple cubic symmetry goes as twice 
the tetrahedral case as a cube is simply two tetrahedrons interlaced.
10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 4.4:  Octahedral versus tetrahedral lattice site. 
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  With a basic understanding of how the crystal field splits energy levels and the 
dependence on the symmetry of the site, it is left to determine which lattice symmetry 
the Cr
4+ ion belongs to and what the final energy level diagram looks like.  To answer 
the former question, consider the YAG (Y3Al5O12) cubic garnet lattice structure.  The 
general form of the garnet structure is C3A2D3O12 where C sites are dodecahedral, A 
sites are octahedral, D sites are tetrahedral, and the O refers simply to oxygen ions that 
fill the rest of the structure.
11-13  Clearly, 60% of the Al
3+ ions occupy tetrahedral sites 
and 40% occupy octahedral sites.
14- 15  It is known that during fabrication, the Cr ions 
displace Al
3+ ions as they have approximately the same radii.
16  Recall that tetrahedral 
versus octahedral lattice sites share similar energy diagrams except that one is inverted 
and scaled relative to the other.  Due to the measured absorption and emission spectra, 
it has been determined that it is the tetrahedrally coordinated Cr
4+ ions that are active 
in the wavelength ranges of interest.
7   
It would be reasonable to expect the chromium ion to assume the same 
oxidation state as the aluminum ion it displaces as the 3+ state is more common and 
stable for chromium ions.
17  In other words, one may expect to see Cr
3+ occupying the 
tetrahedral sites.  As will be discussed in the next section, the ions entering the lattice 
can take on various oxidation levels at various sites.
15, 18  However, absorption and 
emission spectra for d
3 orbitals are much different than for d
2 orbitals.  It is the latter 
that give rise to the lasing and saturation action that is of interest in Cr
4+:YAG.   
Finally, before proceeding further, the relative crystal field strength must be 
determined.  A weak crystal field acts on and is subsequent to the splitting due to 
electron-electron interaction whereas a strong crystal field causes a larger splitting 
effect which must be considered prior to considering levels for orbital coupling.
10, 16  
Luckily, the Cr
4+:YAG crystal has a weak field with the Dq value equaling      
880 – 915 cm
-1.
7, 15, 19  It is the splitting of the 
3T2 level (discussed below) from the   95
ground 
3F level that makes the system operate as a weak-field system.
15  This can be 
confirmed by the relatively low fluorescence lifetime
15 and broad as opposed to spiked 
emission lines.
8, 20  As a result, one can proceed from the splitting of levels given by 
the free ion orbit angular momentum coupling as given in the first part of figure 3.3.
10  
Crystal field splitting is calculated from evaluating the matrix elements, 
<<L, ML> Vtet <L’, M’L>>, and setting det{M – E I} = 0 to find the resulting energy 
levels and degeneracies.
10  A rigorous treatment is given in reference [10].  Only the 
highlights of that treatment will be outlined here. 
  To find the wavefunctions <L, ML>, one must recall that ML may take on 
integer values from –L to L and use a tool similar to that shown in table 3.1.  For 
example, the P term has three wavefunctions 
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   (4.1) 
where the terms in parentheses correspond to the ml numbers of each electron in a 
particular pairing similar to that depicted in the table.  The matrix, M, is then 
 
        (4.2) 
 
where Mij = << MLi> Vtet < MLj>> and the notation <L, ML> has been shortened to < 
ML> with the L=1 implied.   
  The next task is to determine Vtet which is the potential seen at the Cr
4+ ion due 
to its nearest neighbors.  The next closest ions, each with charge ze are located at 
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with a being the distance from the origin to the oxygen ions.  The potential then 
becomes 
     ∑
=
=
4
1 i ij
tet r
ze
V      (4.4) 
where rij is the interatomic distance between two ions.  This term can be expanded in 
terms of spherical harmonics by use of 
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For the d orbitals, it is only necessary to carry out the expansion to n=4 as higher 
terms vanish.  In doing so, an expression for Vtet can be obtained: 
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  From the above equations, it is possible to determine the energy splitting due 
to the tetrahedral crystal field.  The S term of the d
2 orbital can not be split because it 
is orbitally non-degenerate.  The P term likewise is not split as all of the terms cancel 
each other.  The D term splits according to the previous discussion on dε and dγ where 
the energies are +4Dq with degeneracy 3 and -6Dq with degeneracy 2, respectively.  
Dq is defined such that the energy separation between the two D levels is 10Dq = 
10,000 cm
-1.  The F term splits into three parts with energies -12Dq (degeneracy 1), -
2Dq (degeneracy 3), and 6Dq (degeneracy 3).  Finally, the G term splits four ways   97
with degeneracies 3, 3, 2, and 1 in descending order (with actual energy levels 
irrelevant to this work).  It is important to note that when degeneracy is given, it is 
only in terms of orbital degeneracy.  Further splitting due to spin-orbit coupling also 
exists and multiplies the degeneracy of each of the F and P states by three.  Figure 4.5 
shows a qualitative picture of the splitting due to a tetrahedral crystal field. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 4.5:  Splitting of d
2 orbital due to weak tetrahedral crystal field. 
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4.1.3  Splitting in the Weak D2d Crystal Field 
Before determining the final transition diagram for Cr
4+:YAG, it is necessary to 
explore further the nature of the Cr
4+ site and to gain some familiarity with a new 
nomenclature from this point forward.  For the latter, it is an unfortunate consequence 
to non-chemists that the nomenclature for states now conforms to group theory.
21    
Though it is beyond the scope of this work to explain group theory, relevant features 
will be highlighted again according to reference [10].   
The two types of sites that have been discussed thus far are octahedral, with symmetry 
denoted by Oh, and tetrahedral, with symmetry denoted by Td.  By symmetry, it is 
meant the kinds of ways a configuration can be rotated or flipped and still result in the 
starting orientation.  Notation for types of operations that could be performed include: 
• Cn:  Rotation about the center through an angle of 2π/n.  For example, a square 
has a C4 symmetry element. 
• σh:  Reflection about a plane perpendicular to the Cn axis with highest n. 
• σν:  Reflection about a plane containing the Cn axis with highest n. 
• σd:  Reflection about a plane containing the Cn axis above and bisecting two C2 
axes that are perpendicular to said Cn axis. 
• i:  Inversion. 
• Sn:  An “improper rotation” that performs a Cn rotation followed by a σh 
reflection. 
Configurations having Oh symmetry, or belonging to the Oh group, possess three 
C4, four C3, and six C2 operators as well as inversion.  The Td group has less 
symmetry, and contains four C3, three C2, three S4, and six σd operators.   
The Cr
4+ ion actually sits in a stretched tetrahedral site.
7  This is known from 
observing the absorption and emission spectra as well as its polarization dependent 
properties.
7  The tetrahedron is stretched along its S4 axis, as shown in figure 4.6.  The   99
stretched tetrahedron belongs to the D2d group which contains two C2, two σd, and one 
S4 operators.  The D2d group has even less symmetry than the Td group which will give 
rise to anisotropic behavior and larger absorption cross-sections.
15  In fact, the 
tetrahedral Cr
4+ has a twenty times higher absorption cross-section than the octahedral 
Cr
3+.
20   Figure 4.6 also shows the symmetry operations possible with the D2d group. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6:  Depiction of Cr
4+ site and its D2d symmetry operators. 
 
Group theory is so powerful because it can be used to derive the same energy 
diagrams one would obtain with a quantum mechanical treatment.  The basic idea 
stems from taking the symmetry operators of a particular group and arranging them in 
a matrix representation.  The matrix indicates possible combinations of operators 
“multiplied” together to again yield the starting configuration.  For example, a C2 
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process followed by the same C2 process would also yield the initial state.  The matrix 
is then reduced until it takes the form of a diagonalized matrix where the diagonal 
consist of smaller irreducible matrices.  Each of the irreducible matrices is then named 
according to its size and character, or trace.  Unidimensional matrices are labeled A 
for character 1 and B for character -1.  Two-dimensional matrices are designated E.  
Three-dimensional matrices are designated T.  Subscripts are used after the 
designation to indicate a positive (1) or negative (2) character if more than one type of 
sub-matrix occurs, except for E which is never subscripted.   Additional subscripts, u 
and g for odd and even, are also used in some groups for clarity, but are not necessary 
in the Td or D2d groups. 
To relate the group nomenclature back to the idea of wavefunctions, one starts 
with the premise that a species belonging to a certain group possesses the same 
symmetry and is subject to the same symmetry operations as is expressed in the group 
and irreducible matrices.  In addition, if a wavefunction is characterized by a particular 
representation, it carries the same degeneracy as that representation.  The methodology 
for assigning wavefunctions, or orbitals, to irreducible matrices is rather complex.  
One can intuit part of the way by examining the shapes of each orbital.  The results are 
summarized as follows:  the s orbital is characterized by the A or B representation, the 
dz
2 and dx
2
-y
2 orbitals are characterized by the E representation, and the dxy, dxz, dyz, as 
well as the p orbitals are characterized by the T representation.  Using group theory, 
one can determine the energy levels corresponding to each of the irreducible matrices 
within a group.   
With some basis for the new notation and an understanding of the Cr
4+ site 
symmetry, it is now possible to show the final energy level diagram.  Figure 4.7 shows 
the splitting from the orbital angular momentum of the free ion to various levels owing 
to the weak tetrahedral field of the crystal.  Further splitting due to the lower   101
symmetry of the D2d configuration is illustrated for the F state.  Also shown in the 
figure are the allowed transitions of interest for this work.
7-8  The dotted lines refer to 
magnetic dipole allowed transitions which are typically 10
-6 – 10
-7 times weaker than 
the electric dipole transitions drawn with solid lines.
8  Note that the transitions are 
divided into two polarizations.  The lowered symmetry of the D2d group gives rise to 
the anisotropic behavior as one would expect.
7  Light polarized along the stretched S4 
axis of the atom will see a different structure than light polarized perpendicular to the 
axis.  Parallel polarization is labeled as π whereas perpendicular polarization is labeled 
as σ.   As was mentioned briefly in the beginning of section 4.1.2, the strength of the 
crystal field affects the final ordering of the energy levels.  As the Cr
4+:YAG system is 
characterized by a weak crystal field, the correlation to strong crystal fields will not be 
given here.  However, reference [10] gives a thorough treatment of the subject along 
with a correlation diagram.  Finally, it should be noted that splitting of other levels in 
the D2d arrangement does occur, and some of these levels can be as low as the 
transitions of interest to this work.
15  However, these transitions from ground are also 
forbidden
15 and will therefore be ignored. 
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Figure 4.7:  Final energy diagram of Cr
4+ with allowed transitions of interest.  
Solid lines are electric dipole allowed; dotted lines are magnetic dipole 
allowed. 
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4.1.4  Relation of Cr
4+ Transitions to Performance 
  Figure 4.8 is similar to figure 3.2 which shows the premise of this work.  
Information about the fast non-radiative transition will be obtained by pumping slowly 
from level 0 to 2 and querying the 1 to 0 transition with a short pulsed probe.  To 
relate the simplified diagram to the actual energy levels of figure 4.7 using the σ 
polarization, the 0 state is the 
3B1 (
3A2) level, the 1 state is the 
3B2 (
3T2) level, and the 
2 state is the 
3E (
3T2) level.  The 
3B1 to 
3E transition corresponds to strong absorption 
at 800 - 1200 nm,
7, 22 so the pump wavelength is chosen to be about 1100 nm.  The 
3B2 
to 
3B1 transition corresponds to a strong emission at 1350 – 1600 nm.
 7, 22  The probe 
can be tuned in this range and will center at about 1400 nm.  
 
 
  
  
 
 
 
Figure 4.8:  Illustration of new pump-probe technique related to energy level  
diagram of Cr
4+.   
 
  The above diagram shows only the σ polarization.  For π polarization, the 
pumping transition is 
3B1 to 
3A2 (
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3B1 to 
3E transition forbidden.
7, 19  The 
3A2 and 
3E levels are very close, with a gap of about 1000 cm
-1, and it is possible that 
some emission in the σ polarization can be initiated from the 
3E state if there is a 
population in that level.
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magnetic dipole allowed meaning fluorescence to the ground state requires help 
through electronic vibration enabling modes.
7, 12, 15, 22-23   The entire process is 
composed of several steps: 
1.  Pumping excites atoms to the 
3A2 and 
3E levels. 
2.  A very fast non-radiative relaxation occurs setting up a Boltzman distribution 
between levels.
7  For σ polarization, two phonons help with the 
3E to 
3B2 
transition.
7  The energy gap is about 1050 cm
-1.
7   
3.  A slow radiative transition takes place involving 19 phonons in all over an 
energy gap of 7800 cm
-1 corresponding to an effective phonon energy of about 
410-435 cm
-1.
7, 12 
Though figure 4.8 appears to depict a three-level laser system that can never achieve a 
population inversion, it should be noted that spin-orbit coupling further splits each of 
the levels such that the ground state is actually a Boltzman distribution itself. 
In addition to the above transitions, there are other absorption peaks associated 
with Cr
4+:YAG that stem from other valence states and symmetries allowed in the 
garnet structure.  Depending on the conditions under which the crystal is made, there 
can be Cr
2+, Cr
3+, Cr
4+, and Cr
6+ present in various sites throughout the lattice.
15, 18  
For example, the peak at 400 nm is attributed to the Cr
6+ ion.
24  The Cr
4+ ion can be 
found in octahedral sites, as well, and such ions give rise to absorption around 400-
550 nm.
12 By far, the most prevalent state of chromium in the YAG structure is the 
octahedral Cr
3+ state though it contributes very little to the spectral properties in the 
region of interest.
7  In fact, less than 10% of the overall chromium concentration is 
Cr
4+,
18, 24 and only about 2-4 % of the overall concentration is tetrahedral Cr
4+.
7, 15  
Direct detection of Cr
4+ is made difficult to impossible because of the large Cr
3+ 
concentration which is why researchers have looked to the properties of Cr
4+:YAG  to 
identify the active ion in the structure.
7     105
There are other clues about the nature of the Cr
4+ site in the absorption spectra.  
Though the radii of the Cr
4+ ion and the Al
3+ that it displaces are nearly the same,
16 the 
Cr
4+ ion has a stronger electron affinity than either the aluminum or ytterium ions.
7  
The result is that the oxygen ions are pulled toward the Cr
4+, causing the neighboring 
octahedral sites to stretch.
7, 12, 25  As the lattice constant for the octahedral sites grows, 
the crystal field weakens causing a red shift in the portion of the spectrum usually 
associated with the octahedral Cr
3+ ions.
12, 25  The angle, θ, of the Cr
4+ site has been 
experimentally determined to be 53
o which is in between the 50
o angle for a D-site 
YAG tetrahedron and the 54.7
o angle for an ideal tetrahedron.
7, 19   
As mentioned in the preceding subsection, the allowed transitions of Cr
4+ are 
polarization dependent.  Of course, in a YAG crystal, the S4 axis can be oriented along 
the [001], [010], or [001] crystal axes.
7  As shown in figure 4.9, light polarized on one 
axis will be parallel to some centers and not to others.  The structure is then treated as 
having three types of centers:  the first aligned along the [001] axis, the second along 
the [010] axis, and the third along the [100] axis.
7, 23 26  Light polarized along any 
crystal axis would be parallel to one-third of the available centers and perpendicular to 
two-thirds of the centers.
22  A center is excited when the polarization vector is not 
aligned to the S4 axis, therefore two-thirds of the centers are excited in the above 
excitation condition.
7, 19    If the beam is randomly polarized or completely 
unpolarized, all of the centers will be excited.
7    This is why absorption is strongest 
for 45
o polarization or unpolarized incident light
27 and saturation is strongest for 0
o 
polarizaiton.
26, 28    
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Figure 4.9:  Three types of Cr
4+ ions in YAG crystal.  The left picture shows 
orientation relative to the crystal axes, and the right shows what is meant by 
that orientation. 
 
For laser applications, one needs to consider that emission depends on the 
polarization of the excited states,
27 therefore the strongest polarization in emission is 
seen with 0
o excitation.
7  Strong polarization is important when setting up Brewster 
angles for various cavity components.  One also needs to worry about excited state 
absorption  (ESA) where the 
3T2 states can be excited to the 
3T1 states.  Unfortunately, 
this transition occurs with about the same wavelength as the 
3B2 to 
3B1 emission 
wavelength especially for the π polarization.
7, 23  Excited state absorption largely 
limits laser efficiency for Cr
4+:YAG.
23  If the incident light is polarized along a crystal 
axis, only σ polarization is involved, thus reducing the amount of emission converted 
to ESA.
7  The absorption cross-section for ESA for unpolarized incident light is over 
twice that of the polarized case.
23  Threshold and slope efficiencies are greatly 
improved by having the pump polarized along a crystal axis.
23 
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4.2  Growth of Cr
4+:YAG 
 Cr
4+:YAG is typically grown with the Chochralsky method which is a melt and 
pull technique that provides a large degree of control over the crystal quality.
17  
Chromium entering the YAG lattice at this stage takes on its most stable Cr
3+ state.
7  
To increase the desired tetrahedral Cr
4+, the crystal is further processed by annealing 
in oxygen.
7, 25  Figure 4.10 illustrates how exposing the crystal to high temperature in 
an oxygen atmosphere produces the desired affect.
7  Oxygen at the surface dissipates 
to form atmospheric oxygen leaving vacancies or holes behind.  The holes travel 
inward to combine with Cr
3+ to make Cr
4+.    However, these new ions are still in the 
octahedral sites.  An equilibrium is accomplished with heat treatment between 900 and 
1300
oC 
25 between the octahedral and tetrahedral Al
3+ and Cr
4+ ions.  A typical range 
for tetrahedral Cr
4+ concentration is 2-5 x 10
17 cm
-3 
11, 15, 24 with chromium 
concentrations of around 10
19 cm
-3.
20  Once the overall chromium concentration 
reaches 10
20 cm
-3, other centers become involved in excitation phenomena and the 
fluorescence lifetime decreases.
7, 22 
Annealing in oxygen alone, however, will not produce tetrahedral Cr
4+.
17, 20, 24  
A codopant is required for charge compensation or no Cr
4+ is formed.
7, 15, 25  The 
codopant is usually Mg
2+ or Ca
2+ which displaces the yttrium ions.
29  One codopant 
ion is required for each Cr
4+ formed.
24  The concentration of Cr
4+ given a fixed amount 
of overall chromium doping increases with codopant concentration up to a certain 
point.
24, 25  If more codopant is added, there is evidence that the Cr
6+ concentration is 
increased.
24  Cr
6+ requires two codopant ions for each of its own species.
24    The 
codopant is introduced with at least 0.04 mole % of MgO or 0.02 mole % of CaCO3 in 
the initial melt.
25   The latter is preferred as MgO vaporizes at around 1890
oC.
25     
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  Figure 4.10:  Creation of tetrahedral Cr
4+ with high temperature anneal. 
 
Whether Ca
2+ or Mg
2+ is used, the effects on the emission and absorption 
spectra at 1060 nm are the same,
11  The spectral properties are dependent on the 
codopant concentration and the temperature during anneal.
30  The codopant shifts 
energy levels in the local Cr
4+ region.
29, 31  Due to variation in the position of the 
codopant relative to the Cr
4+ ion, a broadening in the spectra is observed.
29  In 
addition, excited state absorption is also affected by the proximity of the codopant 
which can shift the transition to states with different strengths.
31  The latter affect 
causes a wide variation for ESA cross-section cited in the literature.
31 
  The fabrication process for Cr
4+:YAG affects many of its properties.  The next 
section highlights some of the more interesting properties.   
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4.3  Properties of Cr
4+:YAG 
  One very important parameter for lasing applications is efficiency.  The 
efficiency of Cr
4+:YAG has been measured to be 11-22% at room temperature.
7, 8, 12, 15  
The efficiency is limited by two effects:  non-radiative decay and excited state 
absorption.
8   
Non-radiative decay dominates near room temperature and increases with 
increasing temperature.
8, 12, 15, 20  The emission rate for Cr
4+:YAG is a result of non-
radiative and radiative processes as the relaxation involves multiple levels (see section 
4.1).
7, 8   Measurement of fluorescence lifetime shows a single exponential decay
12 
indicating a single decay center in the crystal, i.e. tetrahedral Cr
4+.
32  As might be 
expected, the fluorescence lifetime decreases with increasing temperature as efficiency 
is compromised.
12, 17  Other factors also impact lifetime.  Quenching occurs with 
increased overall chromium concentration, and is not dependent on the amount of Cr
4+ 
available.
7, 22, 24-25  Recall that an increase is dopant levels indicates other centers 
involved in the emission transitions.  It is also possible to achieve lifetime quenching 
due to other oxidation states being present in the sample.
24  Finally, lifetime is 
wavelength dependent, decreasing with increased emission wavelength, i.e. the 
efficiency is inversely proportional to the measured wavelength.
12  A sampling of the 
reported values for lifetime are summarized in table 4.2.  Typical values range from 3-
4 µs for 1400-1600nm emission at room temperature. 
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Table 4.2:  Cr
4+:YAG fluorescence lifetime as measured in the literature. 
 
Value at Room Temperature in µs Reference
3.6 [7]
4[ 1 1 ]
4.1 [12]
4.1 [14]
3.1-3.6 [20]
4[ 2 2 ]
3.5 [23]
4.5 [34]
3.4 [35]
4[ 3 6 ]  
 
The degree to which excited state absorption impacts efficiency is dependent on its 
transition strength relative to that of the ground state.   A relevant measure of the 
transition strength would be the measured cross-section.  For the ground-state, cross-
section is very dependent on polarization.  The absorption cross-sections of the π 
polarization is 30-50 times stronger than the σ polarization owing to the strong 
3A2 to 
3B1 transition.
22, 26   And, the probability of π emission is 6.7 times more likely than σ 
emission.
23   The amount of codopant also affects cross-section.
22  Table 4.3 
summarizes cross-section values measured for the ground state transitions.  
Absorption cross-section is larger than ground state emission cross-section by an order 
of magnitude reflecting the non-radiative decay and ESA contributions to decreased 
efficiency.
29  As ESA occurs at nearly the same wavelength as the lasing 
wavelength,
7,8 it is important to compare emission cross-sections with ESA cross-
sections.  Table 4.4 summarizes the latter.  It can be seen that the emission cross-
section is typically less than twice the ESA cross-section indicating that ESA is a 
significant source of loss for Cr
4+:YAG.
7, 8  In addition, the ESA lifetime has been   111
measured to be 0.55 ns.
11, 14  Since lifetime is inversely proportional to transition 
probability and oscillator strength,
29 it can be seen that ESA provides formidable 
competition for emitted photons in the emission wavelength range. 
 
 
Table 4.3:  Cr
4+:YAG ground state cross-sections as measured in the literature. 
Absorption Emission
Value @ ~1060 nm  [10
-18 cm
2] Reference Value @ ~1400 nm  [10
-19 cm
2] Reference
[7] [7]
[11] [12]
[14] [18]
[18] [23]
[22] [34]
[28] [35]
[34]
7-8
3.3
0.91
2
1.1
8
5
3
4.3
0.3-5
1.4
4-5
2.5
 
 
 
Table 4.4:  Cr
4+:YAG excited state cross-sections as measured in the literature. 
Value @ ~1400 nm  [10
-20 cm
2] Reference
[7]
[11]
[18]
[22]
[23]
[28]
8-16
8-30
4-5
60
6
<2
 
 
Before ending this chapter, a few more properties are worthy of note.  Though 
birefringence in the crystal is negligable,
26, 28 pressure applied along the crystal axes 
shifts the energy levels and the degree of 
3E splitting.
15, 16  The importance of shifting   112
higher energy levels lies in the idea that ESA could be shifted to other wavelengths 
and not be such a limiting factor in efficiency for laser emission.  On the other hand, 
ESA transitions electrons to the conduction band of the crystal thereby offering a 
photoconductivity benefit
31 that pressure application may enhance.   Table 4.5 lists 
other properties such as hardness and damage threshold that have made Cr
4+:YAG 
such an attractive material for lasing and Q-switching. 
 
 
Table 4.5:  Other Cr
4+:YAG properties as measured in the literature. 
Property Value Reference
Absorption 2.6 cm
-1 [15]
Damage Threshold >500 MW/cm
2 [33]
Density 4.56 g/cm
3 [33,34]
Hardness 8.5 Mohs [33, 34]
Refractive Index 1.82 @ 1064 nm [33, 34]
Thermal Conductivity 12.13 w/m/kv [34]  
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 CHAPTER 5 
VARIABLE PUMP-FAST PROBE OF Cr
4+:YAG 
 
 
5.1  Variable Pump-Fast Probe 
  Time-resolved pump-probe saturation spectroscopy (pump-probe) has proven 
to be a very powerful investigative tool for understanding the dynamics of 
semiconductor, molecular, and other physical systems.
1-3  Sub-picosecond resolution 
has been accomplished with femtosecond lasers and nonlinear gating techniques.
3  The 
Kerr shutter
4 and frequency mixing technique
5 are examples of proven sub-picosecond 
methods.   
The basic principle of pump-probe is simple.  A pump pulse is sent to a system 
to excite it to a higher state, and a subsequent probe pulse queries the transition after 
some determined delay.   The transmittance of the probe indicates the population 
difference between levels at the specific delay time.  Typically, pump-probe is done 
with both pump and probe at the same wavelength as shown in figure 5.1 a. since there 
are limited sources with synchronous pulses at multiple wavelengths.
6  The OPO 
overcomes the single wavelength limitation which allows the probe to query a 
different transition than the pump.  Figure 5.1.b. illustrates how a probe at a different 
wavelength can query the population rate of the middle level of a three level system 
such as that of Cr
4+:YAG.  Figure 5.1.c. shows how the probe can query a state with 
one dynamic and one static state thus improving resolution over a probe that interacts 
with two time-evolving states.   
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Figure 5.1:  Illustration of pump-probe techniques.  Depicted are schematics of 
a.) single wavelength pump-probe, b.) two wavelength pump probe on a three 
level system, and c.) a variation on the two wavelength approach. 
 
Clearly, the OPO, in providing multiple wavelength femtosecond synchronous 
pulses, has advanced the diagnostic capability of pump-probe.  However, as ultra-fast 
sources typically have high repetition rates, the investigation of ultra-fast phenomena 
is limited to systems with fast recovery times.  The CD-OPO further enhances the 
advantages of the standard OPO by slowing down the pump pulses without 
degradation to the temporal and spectral properties so important to pump-probe.   In 
addition, by cavity dumping rather than pulse-picking at the output of the laser, higher 
powers are available to the pump-probe system.   
In our work, we attempt to query the 
3E to 
3A2 transitions of Cr
4+:YAG as 
shown in figure 5.2.  The pump is initiated at a period much larger than the  4 µs 
fluorescence time
7 to allow the system to fully relax between excitation events and the 
sub-100 fs probe follows after some determined delay.  The result is a variable rate 
pump fast probe (VP-FP) experiment.  Two approaches can be taken:  in the first, the 
probe queries the population rate of the 
3B2 level, and in the second, the probe queries 
the same transition as the pump to determine the depopulation rate of the 
3E or 
3A2 
2
1
0
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0
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level.  In both experiments, the pump and probe are linearly polarized in the same 
orientation.  Owing to the large bandwidth of both pulses, two-thirds of the 
interactions correspond to σ polarized transitions, and one third correspond to π 
polarized transitions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2:  Level diagram for pump-probe experiment used in this work. 
 
When the pump in impingent on the sample, the number of atoms excited to 
the 
3E or 
3A2 level is inversely proportional to the intensity of the pump beam as
7 
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τ2 is the overall decay rate of level 2, and σa is the absorption cross-section.  The 
saturation intensity is the intensity needed to excite 50% of the atoms to the upper 
level.  Another useful expression is the saturation fluence given by
7 
      a s h J σ ν / =      (5.3) 
which gives the saturation energy per unit area.  The number of excited atoms is 
important as it is the population difference, ∆N, between two levels that determines 
the trasmittance of the ensuing probe pulse as given by
7 
      ] exp[ z N T σ ∆ =     (5.4) 
where z is the interaction distance and σ is either σa for the case of figure 5.1.a. or σe, 
the emission cross section, for the case of figure 5.1.b.  Since the population difference 
is changing with time, the decay rate can be determined by plotting the absorption of 
the probe against the delay time relative to the pump.  It should be noted that since our 
interaction lengths are in microns and the measured time constants are in picoseconds, 
dispersion of the sample need not be compensated in the data.
8   Absorption 
coefficients were determined from measured optical density (OD) and sample lengths 
(L) according to
9 
     
L a
OD
σ
α
) 10 ln(
−
= .    (5.5) 
Approximate dopant concentrations were then No = α / σa.   
The following sections outline both single and two wavelength approaches to 
the VP-FP technique.  The performance of the CD-OPO as set up for each experiment 
is covered as well as design considerations for each approach.   Unfortunately, the 
Millennia laser system suffered considerable power loss at the end of this work as the 
laser diodes began to fail.  Without adequate pump power to the CD-OPO, there was 
not enough energy in the cavity dumped pulses to demonstrate these new 
measurement techniques.   120
5.2  Two Wavelength VP-FP 
The purpose of the two wavelength VP-FP (2λ VP-FP) is to show how quickly 
the 
3B2 state is being populated from the upper level.  The cavity dumped signal is 
used to act as pump to the 
3E and 
3A2 states at 1100 nm.  The second harmonic of the 
idler at 1400 nm is used to probe the 
3B2 state.  
 
5.2.1  Performance of the CD-OPO for 2λ VP-FP 
The CD-OPO was configured as described in Chapter 2 and pumped with     
1.3 W pump power.  The pump was centered at 790 nm with a bandwidth of 5 nm as 
measured on an Ist-Rees laser spectrum analyzer.  Pump pulse widths were 95 fs as 
measured on an autocorrelator using a BBO crystal and photo-multiplier tube.  The 
crystal temperature was set to 170 
oC to reduce photorefractive effects and optimize 
efficiency.  Due to the fixed crystal period and bandwidths of the mirrors, optimal 
signal power occurred at 1140 nm operation, within the 800 – 1200 nm range needed 
for the probe (see Chapter 4).   Peak power at 1140 nm was 140 mW as measured on a 
Powermax 510 Laser Power Meter with thermal detector head after an 830 nm low-
pass filter.   However, the wavelength of the second harmonic idler was only 1285 nm 
which was out of the desired probe range of 1350 – 1600 nm (see Chapter 4).  Tuning 
to 1100 nm operation reduced the average power of the signal to 65 mW due to 
reduced efficiency at the PPLN crystal, but did produce a probe at  1400 nm.  Power 
conversion efficiency was reduced to 10% (quantum efficiency was 28%).  The cavity 
dumped signal still had adequate power as the output coupler had a higher reflectance 
at 1100 nm than 1140 nm thus providing for higher intracavity power.  The maximum 
average power attained for the cavity dumped signal in the 1100 nm configuration was 
approximately 10 nJ.  The second harmonic idler beam had 170 µW average power 
with an estimated probe pulse energy of 2 pJ.  Slope efficiency of the second harmonic   121
idler compared to the PPLN pump power was 0.07% indicating the very poor 
efficiency of the second nonlinear conversion.  Pump threshold for the system as 
referenced to the power reaching the PPLN crystal was 460 mW.   Both slope 
efficiency and pump threshold were measured using a neutral density filter to 
attenuate the pump beam to preserve mode quality that might otherwise have been 
compromised had the pump power simply been turned down at the source.
6   
The signal and second harmonic idler beams had a bandwidth of 30 and 35 nm, 
respectively.  The former was measured on an Ist-Rees laser spectral analyzer and the 
latter using a fixed grating with 590 grooves/mm for higher wavelengths.   The pulse 
width of the cavity-dumped signal was about 80 fs as discussed in Chapter 3.   As the 
second harmonic idler beam had very little power, it was not possible to measure its 
pulse width directly.  However, it was approximated that if the signal at the output 
coupler and the cavity dumped signal had equal pulse widths, then the second 
harmonic of the idler was likely to be similar.  The second harmonic idler is generated 
directly from the idler which in turn is generated from two near 100 fs pulses without 
round trips through the dispersive elements of the cavity.  The resulting ∆ν∆τ was 
0.59 for the signal and 0.43 for the second harmonic idler indicating near transform-
limited pulses to within measurement error.  Further reduction in pulse width could 
have been achieved by adjusting the prisms for less glass in the optical path, but 
stability was compromised in doing so.   Increasing apex to apex lengths wasn’t 
possible given the tight space constraints on the cavity. 
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5.2.2  Experimental for 2λ VP-FP 
The proposed experimental set-up for the 2λ VP-FP is shown in figure 5.3.    
The probe pulse is taken from the cavity dumped signal and routed to a computer-
controlled translation stage to regulate the variable delay. A fixed delay is placed in 
the probe path to match the phase of the second harmonic idler to the cavity-dumped 
signal.  By varying the path length of the pump leg rather than the probe, the probe is 
held constant with respect to the detection equipment.  The pulses are recombined by 
passing the second harmonic idler through a dielectric mirror coated to the pump 
frequency which helps to preserve the already weak pump power.  Collinear alignment 
is possible as a low-pass filter isolates the pump and probe signals.  Some degree of 
signal processing is required to isolate the probe pulse of interest from the pulse train.  
About half of the pump power is picked off and combined with the probe at a non-
linear crystal to produce sum-frequency signal at the appropriate frequency.  A 
photomultiplier tube and photon counter could detect the resulting signal.   
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Figure 5.3:  Experimental set-up for 2λ VP-FP.   M refers to silvered mirrors, 
MS and MI are a dielectric mirrors at the signal and idler wavelengths, 
respectively, CC is  silvered corner cube, BS’s are beamsplitters, and L1, L2, 
and L3 are lenses.  The thick solid line depicts the pump, the thick dashed line 
is the probe, and the thin dotted line is the small amount of pump which is used 
for processing the probe signal.   
 
The determining factor in the success of the 2λ VP-FP is the amount of pump 
power available to the sample.  As the time delay of the pump and probe is increased, 
the probe sees a population difference between the 
3B2 and ground states that varies 
from No/2 to zero.  With an emission cross-section
10 of ~7 x 10
-19 cm
2 and a best case 
dopant concentration of 9 x 10
17 cm
-3, the saturation fluence at 1100 nm becomes 266 
mJ/cm
2.  With 10 nJ available for the pump and half of that reserved for signal 
processing, a 0.28% total change in detected probe strength is the best that can be 
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reached.  Figure 5.4 shows how adjusting the focus of L1 to reach 3% saturation 
fluance provides the best trade-off between interaction length (twice the confocal 
length) and pump intensity.   
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Figure 5.4:  Change in signal strength versus percent saturation fluence 
reached through focusing for 2λ VP-FP.  A 5 nJ pump pulse is assumed. 
 
It is important to note that the pump and probe, though synchronized, are 
occurring at two different repetition rates.  After the pump event, there will be an 
abrupt change in detected probe power which is the signal of interest.  The next probe 
pulses, however, will represent a recovery time as more atoms populate the 
3B2 state 
from the upper level.  Subsequent probe pulses will respond to the repopulation of the 
ground state until the next pump event.  For strongly doped crystals or crystals with 
larger cross-sections, pulling out the pulse of interest from the train is not terribly 
difficult.  But, trying to find the correct probe pulse in such a weak signal is difficult at   125
best.  A gating technique as described earlier is required to process the probe signal to 
isolate the single pulse of interest from the rest of the dynamic train.  The single 
wavelength pump-probe promised to be easier with less signal processing 
requirements and a higher cross-section for the probe, so the majority of effort was 
applied to that technique.   
 
5.3  Single Wavelength VP-FP  
The purpose of the single wavelength VP-FP (1λ VP-FP) is to show how 
quickly the upper level is depopulating.  The cavity dumped signal is split into two 
beams to act as pump and probe.  Atoms are pumped from the ground level to the 
3E 
and 
3A2 states.  The probe queries those levels as atoms quickly decay to the 
3B2 state.  
The entire system is then allowed to relax to the ground state over a period greater 
than 4 µs before the next pump event.   
 
5.3.1  Performance of the CD-OPO for 1λ VP-FP 
  The CD-OPO was configured similarly to that described in section 5.2.1.  As 
mentioned, optimal signal power occurred at 1140 nm operation.  Peak average power 
was 140 mW through the ~3% output coupler.  With pump depletion at 43%, power in 
the idler beam indicated a power conversion efficiency of 23%, close to the quantum 
efficiency of 25.5%.  The power of the cavity dumped signal on synchronous drive at 
167 kHz was approximately 1.8 mW as measured with an ILX Lightwave 6810B 
Optical Multimeter with an InGaAs detector head.  Pulse energy was approximately 
10 nJ indicating a 20% efficiency from the AOM.   Figure 5.5 shows the slope 
efficiency for the signal at the output coupler with respect to the PPLN pump power.  
A slope efficiency of 65% was achieved roughly indicating one extra signal photon 
created for every additional pump photon supplied to the system.   Cavity dumped   126
signal energy versus pump power was approximately 0.05 nJ/mW at a duty cycle of 5 
x 10
-5.  Ideally, a 0.057 nJ/mW efficiency would be expected if the AOM efficiency 
and intracavity power recovery remained constant as pump power was diminished.  
Pump threshold for the system as referenced to the power reaching the PPLN crystal 
was 420 mW.   Again, slope efficiencies and pump threshold were measured using a 
neutral density filter to attenuate the pump beam.    The cavity dumped signal 
bandwidth was 25 nm with a pulse width of 80 fs as discussed in chapter 3.   The 
resulting ∆ν∆τ was 0.44 indicating near transform-limited pulses to within 
measurement error. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5:  Slope Efficiency of the CD-OPO with linear fit.  Signal power 
from the output coupler is plotted against pump power reaching the PPLN 
crystal.   
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5.3.2  Experimental for 1λ VP-FP 
A deciding factor as to the arrangement of the measurement system is how 
much power must be delivered to the sample.  With an absorption cross-section
10 of 
~5 x 10
-18 cm
2 and a best case dopant concentration of 9 x 10
17 cm
-3, the saturation 
fluence at 1140 nm is 36 mJ/cm
2.  At zero time delay, the probe sees a transparent 
sample (∆N = 0).  After decay to the 
3B2 state, ∆N is half of No, or 4 x 10
17 cm
-3.  With 
only 10 nJ available, one can try for a 90/10 beamsplitter with the pump bypassing the 
splitter on the return pass.  The problem with this approach is that in clearing the 
beamsplitter, a separation of up to 3 mm is incurred between the pump and probe.  As 
a result, the interaction length is drastically reduced proportional to wo / tan(θ).   If one 
opts for a 50/50 beamsplitter, then collinear alignment can be obtained with interaction 
lengths that go as twice the confocal length.  The latter allows only 25% of available 
power to the pump, but interaction length more than makes up for the power loss.  
Figure 5.6 shows the total change in detected probe strength as a function of 
percentage of saturation fluence reached.  Input energy is held constant and sample 
fluence is controlled via lens focus which in turn affects the confocal parameter.  It 
can be seen that reaching full saturation fluence is not the optimal scenario for a fixed 
amount of pump power.  Rather, it is better to focus to a small percentage of saturation 
and utilize a longer interaction length.  If 10 nJ is assumed for the pump originally, 
then a focus to a 7 µm radius is required to achieve the maximal 9% saturation 
fluence.  The confocal length, and therefore the interaction length, becomes 280 µm.  
The total change in detected probe strength is 0.90%.       128
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Figure 5.6:  Change in signal strength versus percent saturation fluence 
reached through focusing for 1λ VP-FP.  A 2.5 nJ pump pulse is assumed. 
 
  Figure 5.7 shows the experimental set-up for 1λ VP-FP.  The cavity dumped 
signal passes through a telescoping arrangement to compensate for slight divergence 
from the pick-off mirror and correct the beam size to approximately 2 mm.  After a 
few steering mirrors, the beam is then incident on a 50/10 beam splitter.  Both 
resulting beams are sent to silvered corner cubes, one mounted on a pulsing 
galvometer stage.   The stage has a total span of 2.5 cm resulting in a 160 ps maximum 
delay.  The two beams are recombined at the beam-splitter and then directed to a lens 
for focusing onto the sample.  A collection lens is placed after the sample to focus the 
signal onto a fast InGaAs detector.   
To align the system, the signal from the 98.5% output coupler was first used as 
it could easily be seen on an IR sensor card.  The strong beam was also helpful in 
finding the zero delay point by replacing the sample with a KTP crystal and photo-
multiplier tube.  The half-wave plate was used to phase-match the second harmonic   129
interaction in the KTP crystal.  It was left in place for the VP-FP experiment to ensure 
alignment was preserved.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7:  Experimental set-up for 1λ VP-FP.   M refers to silvered mirrors, 
CC’s are  silvered corner cubes, λ/2 is a half-wave plate, BS is a 50/50 
beamsplitter at 1140 nm, and L1 and L2 are lenses.  The thick solid line depicts 
the cavity dumped signal which is split into the pump (thin solid line) and the 
probe (thin dashed line).  
 
 
Once the measurement was aligned and the cavity dumped signal was passed 
to the measurement system, the sample was placed after the lens as shown in Figure 
5.7.  The detector signal was amplified and sent to a data acquisition card.  A Labview 
program was written to collect multiple scans and average the noise from the signal.  
The entire experiment was attempted within a black art-board enclosure to reduce 
ambient light and air currents.  Unfortunately, this is as far as the experiment 
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progressed before power loss from the Millennia system prevented us from 
continuing.   
 
5.4 Future  Work 
  In addition to the failing pump source, one limitation to the work presented 
here was a lack of funding.  We utilized what was available with limited capital 
expenditure.  There are a number of upgrades, however, that would optimize the CD-
OPO for the Cr
4+:YAG experiment as well as to make it more versatile for numerous 
other crystal investigations. 
  There are three main upgrades recommended to improve the CD-OPO.  The 
first is to gain better performance from the AOM.  The TeO2 material was chosen for 
the claim of high efficiency, but the driver didn’t perform to standard.  A new driver 
can be purchased to drive the current AOM harder and achieve better efficiency while 
still producing synchronous pulses.
11  A less expensive approach would be to mount 
the binary counter used here on an rf capable breadboard and to amplify the rf signal 
produced with the Brimrose driver.  Care must be taken, though, not to overload the 
electrodes at the AOM.  It should be noted that if 20% efficiency is acceptable, a fused 
silica model may be preferred for its higher damage threshold.  However, a new driver 
or an rf amplification scheme would be required as the fused silica would have to be 
driven harder..   
The second improvement is to employ broader bandwidth mirrors to allow 
operation outside of the 1050 - 1150 nm band.  Two choices were considered.  The 
first choice was to employ dielectric coated broad-band mirrors with 99.8% 
reflectivity from 980 – 1470 nm that also provide large negative dispersion.  Operated 
in pairs, each mirror has an oscillatory dispersion function of -120 + 30 fs
2, one 
displaced by π relative to the other.  When working in tandem, the overall effect is a   131
GVD of -240 fs
2.
12  The added negative dispersion would not eliminate the need for 
the prism sequence but would allow for more prism glass to be present in the beam 
path thus alleviating tight alignment constraints and stability issues.  The problem with 
the broadband dielectric mirrors is that the upper cut-off wavelength is a little too 
short providing only ~97% reflectivity at 1550 nm.  The short cut-off would be 
problematic near degeneracy operation of the CD-OPO which is an important 
operating point for materials like GaN.  Custom mirror coatings were inquired after, 
but no response was offered.  The second choice was to use gold mirrors which 
provide no dispersion compensation but provide ~98% reflectivity over the entire 
range of interest.
13  Though very inexpensive, it was determined the losses were too 
high to replace six mirrors with gold, so the first choice was chosen and broadband 
mirrors were ordered from Layertec.   
The third upgrade, and perhaps the most important for versatility and power, is 
to replace the fixed period PPLN crystal with one having more period options.  The 
latter change enables one to effectively optimize at various operating points 
throughout the transparency region of the LiNbO3 and AOM crystals.  Previous 
attempts to operate near degeneracy even with dielectric mirrors centered at 1550 nm 
yielded only 30 mW of signal power.  With the ability to translate the crystal to the 
correct period, efficiency will obviously be improved.  Tuning to new operating points 
in the future will simply involve translating to the optimum periodicity and tuning in 
the prism sequence.  Figure 5.8 shows the range of periods required for a 790 nm 
pump source.  The crystal of choice was purchased from Stratophase, Ltd.  In the 
interest of cost, a standard crystal was chosen with periods ranging from 19 – 21 µm 
in steps of 0.25 µm.  The beam path dimension was chosen to be their smallest 
standard size of 0.5 mm.  For operation at 1100 nm, the small dimension is favorable 
given the spatial and temporal walk-off considerations (see section 2.4.2).  Near   132
degeneracy, and assuming use of an optimal periodicity, the spatial walk-off 
constraints are eased a bit, but the temporal walk-off from GVM between the pump 
and the signal and idler beams reduces the interaction length to just below 0.5 mm.  
Keeping the beam path dimension to approximately the DFG interaction length 
reduces power loss due to competing second and third harmonic conversions which 
enjoy longer interaction lengths.    The crystal was AR coated on both the input and 
output facets for <1% reflectivity over the range 1000 – 1550 nm to accommodate the 
signal.   
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Figure 5.8:  Optimal period tuning curves for the CD-OPO.  Non-collinear 
geometry is assumed with a pump at 790nm and a crystal temperature of                    
170 
oC. 
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With the CD-OPO optimized for versatility, we can tune to a higher period to 
optimize the 1100 nm and 1400 nm beams.  Tuning to a period of 21 µm with a crystal 
length of 500 µm has little impact on the 1100 nm signal but can improve the 
efficiency of the 1400 nm beam by 20%.  Better yet, as Cr
4+:YAG has wide emission 
and absorption ranges, a better choice of operating wavelengths may be possible.  For 
instance, one could choose 1060 nm for the signal allowing a 1550 nm second 
harmonic idler, a setting that was impractically weak with the 19.5 µm PPLN.   
The greatest advantage to the rebuild is the possibility of expanding the 
measurement demonstrated here to other crystals.  In such cases, it may also be 
possible to use the signal and idler pairs for improved efficiency in the probe beam.  
For example, Er
3+, an important ion for telecommunications, has an emission around 
1665 nm on the 
4I13/2 → 
4I15/2 transition with a fluorescence lifetime of 6-10 ms.
14  
With an absorption band of 400 – 1600 nm,
14 the signal could be set to 1550 nm to 
achieved the desired idler wavelength.  Er
3+ also has an emission of 2830 – 2930 nm 
on the 
4I11/2 → 
4I13/2 transition with an absorption band of 400 – 1200 nm and 
fluorescence time of 0.1 ms.
14  A signal of 1080 nm would again allow the idler to act 
as probe.  Ho
3+ and Tm
3+ provide other possible candidates that allow the signal to act 
as pump and the idler to act as probe.  The CD-OPO VP-FP technique is indeed a 
useful tool to understand the emission dynamics of a large number of lasing species 
possessing large fluorescence times.  
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